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[These cocktail competitions were co-ordinated under the auspices of the VEC-Vocational Education Committee / DIT-Dublin 
Dublin Institute of Technology and TU Dublin /Technological University Dublin, over the last 40 years, this documents 
highlights these College Cocktail Competitions, the recipes created, the overall winners, the many participants and the kind 
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              College Cocktail Competitions (1980-2020)                          
                         Introduction 
                       “A Cocktail should stimulate all the senses”   (Murphy, 2004).   
 
2020 will commemorate a very important occasion, for it not only celebrates the 40th Anniversary 
of the first college cocktail competition in Ireland but also over 40 years of cocktail making activity 
in the Technological University of Dublin (TU Dublin) formerly known as [Dublin Institute of 
Technology-DIT & Vocational Education Committee-VEC].  
I felt the occasion should be remembered through an important initiative a document, to talk about 
the students, staff members, sponsors, events and the creative and innovative approaches to 
cocktail making in which this particular college based in Ireland’s capital city Dublin has directly 
influenced the world of cocktails. A written testament to acknowledge the unique endeavours of 
those (mentioned throughout these pages) who have worked with dedication in the past to lay the 
growth of cocktail making within the bars, hotels, restaurants and broader drinks industry.  
Remembering the many events in our minds and hearts I felt it was important to tell our younger 
students, colleagues and supporters the story of the great mixologist, past staff members, 
graduates, personalities and sponsoring companies who contributed to the success and prestige of 
this college (known today in 2020 as the School of Culinary Arts and Food Technology, TU Dublin).  
Researching this document had a profound impact on me. Because of this deeply involving 
experience I really got to know the many sacrifices so many of our colleagues past and present 
offered up in order to attain the objectives of the college and school. 
A document of this magnitude could not materialise without the financial and active support of the 
companies and colleagues mentioned within these pages. I sincerely thank them all as they continue 
to support our school and college cocktail competitions. I hope that this document on the first 40 
years of cocktail making activity in TU Dublin will meet with the readers approval and will arouse 
their interests. I also hope it will be a source of pride for the staff, students, supporters and friends 
of the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, TU Dublin. Maybe you and your company might 
consider supporting our school and becoming part of the next 40 years of great cocktail 
competitions in our school and our technological university.   
James Murphy 
Assistant Head, School of Culinary Arts and Food Technology, TU Dublin 
May 2020           
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  College Cocktail Cup Past Winners   
               
                    Roll of Honour 
  
Year  Name Year Name 
1980 Michael O’Donoghue 2001  
1981 Sgt. Joe Doyle 2002  
1982 David O’Neill 2003  
1983 David McDonnell 2004 Bestoon Dreay  
1984 Iris Gillis 2005 Lada Zdarska 
1985 James Murphy 2006 Kinga Worotynska 
1986 John Keane 2007 Darren Cusack 
1987 James Murphy 2008 Darren Cusack 
1988 Stephen Farrell 2009 Ian Alvey 
1989 Caroline Foley 2010 Clare Gaffney 
1990 Noel O’Rourke  2011 Conn Cowman 
1991 Paul Heffernan ? 2012 Charmaine Lee-Morgetts 
1992 Ronan Burns  2013 Christienne Sommerville 
1993 Sarah Kelly 2014 Michael Woods 
1994 Sarah Kelly  2015 Daniel Tinsley 
1995 Claire Gilcreest / Eoghan Kenny / Robert 
Lowe  – 7up finalists 
2016 Jadvga Cruzinskaite 
1996  2017 Karolina Medasova 
1997 Helen Doyle 2018 Sophie Kemp 
1998  2019 Joshua Keegan 
1999  2020 Taking place Autumn 2020                   
2000    
 
 
‘Making a good cocktail is about getting the balance of flavours right. Cocktails are about three things, balance, style and consistency. 
If you can get that right everything else will fall into place’   (Murphy, 2004). 
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College Perpetual Cocktail Cup: which has been awarded to the overall winner of the college cocktail competition for 
over 40 years starting in 1980. This cup was first presented to the School of Commerce and Retail Distribution from the College of 
Marketing and Design in 1968 for a soccer competition. During the 1970’s the cup was not used for competition. In 1980 the first 
used for a cocktail competition and has continued as the college cocktail cup since. In the early years (starting in 1980) the cup 
was initially referred to as the Canada Life Perpetual Cup (because Canada Life Assurance Company (c/o Mr. John Hughes, Past 
Lecturer – College of Marketing & Design, VEC & Canada Life Assurance Company) who sponsored the 1st competition prizes.   
 
Right photo: Gerry Fitzpatrick (1st President BAI & Gresham Hotel) demonstrates cocktail making to students at the training in 
1977 at College of Marketing & Design, VEC Marlborough St, Dublin 1.  
                 
 
1972.73: Early mentions of Bar Apprenticeship and Bar Management training courses offered by COMAD -College of Marketing & 
Design, VEC, Marlborough St, Dublin 1 (including the subject of Cocktail Training). Under the direction of Pat O’Neill.   
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1970s: The original Training Bar, College of Marketing & Design, VEC, Marlborough Street, Dublin 1 (circa early 1970s) / Gerry 
Fitzpatrick and one of the Bar Studies groups outside the college (circa 1970s) 
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1975: The (BAI Members-John Fitzpatrick & Billy Roche) Bartenders Association of Ireland begin assisting cocktail training classes. 
The BAI also update their Proficiency and Presentation Test score sheets for cocktail competitions. 
                                                             
 
1980: 1st Canada Life Perpetual Cup is held this new cocktail competition is confined to 2nd Year Bar Apprentices at the College of 
Marketing & Design VEC, Marlborough St, Dublin. The overall winner was Michael O’Donoghue, Arrivals Bar, Dublin Airport. 
Students of College of Marketing & Design, VEC (dressed in the official VEC jacket) preparing for cocktail making activities.    
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1981: Canada Life Perpetual Cup is held at the College of Marketing & Design VEC, Marlborough St, Dublin. The overall winner 
was Sargent Joe Doyle of McKee Barracks, Dublin.  
   
1982: Canada Life Perpetual Cup is held this new cocktail competition is confined to 2nd Year Bar Apprentices at the College of 
Marketing & Design VEC, Marlborough St, Dublin. The overall winner was David O’Neill, Gresham Hotel, Dublin. Significantly the 
judges face the cocktail competitors this approach changed as the years progressed (i.e. judges began to be placed with their back 
to the competitors to taste the cocktails while the efficiency judges stood behind or beside the back bar to judge efficiency, 
hygiene, technique etc).  
  
     
 
Circa (1980s):  The Training Bar, College of Marketing & Design, VEC, Marlborough Street, Dublin 1  
                           
1983:   Cocktail Competition held in the College of Marketing & Design, VEC, Marlborough St-Training Bar.  Centre photo (Billy 
Roche, BAI) oversees 1983 college cocktail competition at the Training Bar in the college. The overall winner was David McDonnell 
(Dwyer’s Pub, Mount St, Dublin).       
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Circa 1982: Canada Life Perpetual Cup Cocktail Competition is held again in the College of Marketing & Design, Marlborough 
Street-Training Bar. The guest judge is Mike Lally (Famous Actor and Star of TV Series Glenroe) and Barney Rock (Dublin GAA 
Star) father of current Dublin GAA team member Dean Rock (photo top right).   The overall winner was David O’Neill.  
    
   
  
1984: Canada Life Perpetual Cup (Cocktail competition) which is now open to apprentices, wholetime bar and Bar Management 
courses - 14 groups of the College of Marketing & Design, VEC, Marlborough St, Dublin, the overall winner is Ms. Iris Gillis, The 
Comet, Santry, Dublin).  
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1985: The College of Marketing & Design, VEC, Marlborough St, Dublin continues to expand its bar and beverage management 
courses provision.  
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1985 (25th November): 1st 7-up All Ireland Colleges Non-Alcoholic Cocktail Competition takes place at the College of Marketing & 
Design, VEC , Marlborough St, Dublin, seven (7) colleges around Ireland compete and the overall winner is June Brogan, CERT 
Training Centre & Great Southern Hotel, Killarney, Kerry .  
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1985: 5th Canada Life Perpetual Cup (Cocktail competition) which is now open to apprentices, wholetime bar and Bar 
Management courses of the College of Marketing & Design, VEC, Marlborough St the competition is held in the college’s Training 





1986: 6th Canada Life Perpetual Cup (Cocktail competition) is held in the college’s Training Bar, the overall winner is John Keane 
(Bus Bar, Skerries, Co. Dublin).  
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1987: 2nd 7-up All Ireland Colleges Cocktail Competition, 16 contestants from 8 colleges around Ireland compete in the final held 
at the College of Marketing & Design, Mountjoy Square, Dublin, the overall winner is Kenneth Kenny (College of Marketing & 
Design, VEC, Dublin) – bottom left photo.  Robert Sherman (College of Marketing & Design, VEC Dublin) wins the best non-alcohol 
cocktail award – bottom right photo.  
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1987: 8th Canada Life Perpetual Cup (Cocktail Competition) is held at the College of Marketing & Design, Mountjoy Square, the 
overall winner is James Murphy, Bowes Lounge, Fleet St, Dublin 2. 
   
 
1988:  1st Bols Cocktail Competition was held at the College of Marketing & Design, Mountjoy Square, this competition was held 
to celebrate Dublin’s Millennium and was sponsored by Fitzgerald Ltd (importers of Bols Liqueurs). The overall winner was Christy 
Kelly, Georgian Bar, Sachs Hotel, Dublin 4. The Bols Cocktail Trophy [photo below] .  
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1988: 9th Canada Life Perpetual Cup (Cocktail Competition) is held at the College of Marketing & Design, Mountjoy Square, the 
overall winner is Stephen Farrell, Cassidy’s Lounge, Camden Street, Dublin 2 (left photo). The Canada Life Perpetual Cup is 
presented to Stephen by John Hughes (Canada Life Assurance & Lecturer College of Marketing & Design, Mountjoy Square, DIT).  
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 Stephen Farrell (right side) receives the College cocktail cup.  
  
1988: 3rd 7-up All Ireland Colleges Cocktail Competition was held at the College of Marketing & Design, Mountjoy Square, 
fourteen participants from the regional training colleges of Cork, Newry, Dublin-College of Marketing & Design and College of 
Catering, Wexford-Rosslare. The overall winner was Eddie Reilly of CERT Rosslare Harbour (photos below, includes Eddie 
competing in the earlier rounds of the competition). .    
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The Judges: Staff and Management of DIT (Dublin Institute of Technology) have always given their time, experience and expertise 
towards judging college cocktail competitions over the years. Photo top right (Pat O’Neill-Head of School Retail and Services 
Management and Paul O’Sullivan-Director College of Marketing & Design).   
     
  
College of Marketing & Design, Mountjoy Square, Training Bar, DIT (photo below): This area hosted many college cocktail 
competitions from the late 1980s up to 2002 when Bar and beverage management training programmes where transferred to DIT 
Cathal Brugha Street – Training Bar in 2002. 
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1989: 4th 7-up All Ireland Colleges Cocktail Competition, the overall winner was Declan Towey, Dublin College of Catering, Cathal 
Brugha Street. Declan also went on to win a Gold medal and Gold Certificate Award at the World Catering Olympics, Hotel 
Olympiad held in London. Ben Briscoe TD (Dublin’s Lord Major) was the guest judge.  The Canada Life Perpetual Cup (College 




1989: 10th Canada Life Perpetual Cup (Cocktail Competition) is held at the College of Marketing & Design, Mountjoy Square, the 
overall winner is Caroline Foley, Blarney, Co. Cork.  
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1990:  5th 7-up All Ireland Colleges Cocktail Competition with finalists from RTCs Galway, Athlone and Cork, College Catering 
Cathal Brugha St, Dublin and Newry; CERT Training Centres Rosslare and Killarney, College Business Studies, Belfast, Killybegs 
Catering College Co Donegal. Guest judge was Austin Currie TD, the overall winner was Noel O’Rourke, College of Marketing & 
Design, VEC, Mountjoy Square, Dublin. Noel O’Rourke represented COMAD in this competition having previously won the 1990 
11th College Cocktail Cup as COMAD winner. 
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1991:  6th 7-up All Ireland Colleges Cocktail Competition was held in Jury’s Hotel, Ballsbridge, Dublin organised by the College of 
Marketing & Design, VEC. The overall winner a was Martin Meade, Dublin College of Catering Cathal Brugha St. Bertie Ahern TD- 
Minister for Labour was the guest judge.  [Pictures below] Paul Heffernan represented COMAD in this competition having 
previously won the 1991 12th College Cocktail Cup as COMAD winner. 
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1991:    Bols Cocktail Competition (sponsored by Fitzgerald Ltd) was held at the College of Marketing & Design, Mountjoy Square, 
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1992:   7th 7-up All Ireland Colleges Cocktail Competition Ronan Burns represented COMAD-college  in the 7th 7up All Ireland 
finals having previously won the 1991 12th College Cocktail Cup as COMAD overall winner.  
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1992: 7th 7-up All Ireland Colleges Cocktail Competition in the Royal Dublin Hotel, Dublin 1 (organised by the College of Marketing 
& Design, Mountjoy Square, Dublin), the guest judge was Bertie Ahern TD Minister for Finance and the overall winner was Brian 
O’Callaghan, RTC Cork.   Photo (right-Frank Cullen with the (2) College of Catering, Cathal Brugha St, Dublin contestants at the All 
Ireland finals.      
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1993:  8th 7-up All Ireland Colleges Cocktail Competition was held in the Burlington Hotel, Dublin. Sarah Kelly represented 
COMAD-college in the 8th 7up All Ireland finals having previously won the 1993 14th College Cocktail Cup as COMAD overall 
winner.   
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1994:  9th 7-up All Ireland Colleges Cocktail Competition over 500 trainee bartenders from Ireland’s RTCs, CERT Training Centres 
and DIT (Dublin Institute of Technology) – Mountjoy Sqaure & Cathal Brugha Street took part, the final was held in the Burlington 
Hotel, Dublin, the overall winner was Adrian Boyle (Tourism College, Killybegs, Co Donegal).  The College of Marketing & Design 
(Heat Winner) was Sarah Kelly who was also presented with the Canada Life Perpetual Cup (College Cocktail Cup). [photo below] 
Patrick O’Donnell also pictured bottom right was the overall winner of the Best Non-Alcohol Prize at the All Ireland final.  
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Sarah Kelly (pictured above) wins the 14th College Cocktail Cup and represents the college (COMAD) in the 8th 7up All Ireland 
Colleges Cocktail Competition.    
 
1994:  The BAI (Bartenders Association of Ireland) update their Efficiency Section Criteria for Cocktail Competitions, all College 
cocktail competitions have always adapted these standards (which are based on the IBA-International Bartenders Association).              
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1995:  10th 7-up All Ireland Colleges Cocktail Competition in the Burlington Hotel, Dublin and again it was organised for the 10th 
year by the College of Marketing & Design, Mountjoy Square, DIT for Ireland’s RTC, CERT Training Centres and DIT Colleges (over 
500 trainee bartenders took part in their regional heats). The overall winner was Ciaran Kelly (CERT Killarney, Kerry). Guest of 
Honour was Richard Bruton TD Minister for Enterprise and Employment.  Photo below also highlights the main scruteneer 
(Eugene O’Donnell, Lecturer COMAD, DIT) who was responsible for collating all the scores within the cocktail competitions, this is a 
most challenging job and careful consideration and calculation of all scores is crucial).     
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1996: 11th 7-up All Ireland Colleges Cocktail Competition was again organised by the College of Marketing & Design, DIT and 
Joanne Mahony won the Best Non-alcohol Cocktail prize. Guest judges was Ciara Campbell (Presenter of Tele-Talk, RTE) and 
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1997: 17th Canada Life Perpetual Cup Cocktail Competition (sponsored now various drinks companies including (7-up, Barry 
Fitzwilliam Ltd, C&C, Edward Dillon Ltd, Febvre Ltd, Fitzgerald Ltd, Irish Distillers Ltd, Remy Ireland, Showerings Ireland Tobacco 
Distributors and United Beverages) who all provided products. The overall winner was Helen Doyle, Enniscorthy, Co Wexford 
(photos below including Helen in action during the earlier rounds), included in this photo is Paul Heffernan (right of Helen) Paul 
went on in 1997 to win the World Bacardi Martini Grand Prix for elite bartenders for Ireland in Italy. It is interesting that the 
competition is now being referred to as the Licensed Trade Cocktail Competition, this title did not stick for long.   
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1996.97:   Higher Certificate in Business Studies Bar Management programme, DIT 
 
 
2002:  All bar and beverage training programmes are moved from the training bar in DIT Mountjoy Square to the training bar 
DIT Cathal Brugha Street-CBS (Marlborough Street side), this year. From 2002-2020 all bar and beverage training programmes are 
run in the Training Bar and restaurant areas at DIT (now TU Dublin) in Cathal Brugha St, Dublin 1. 
 
     
                CBS building – (circa 1960s).                                 CBS building – view from Marlborough St side  (circa 2000s).                   
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2003:  All Ireland Colleges Bacardi Martini Grand Prix organised by School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, Faculty of 
Tourism & Food, DIT, Cathal Brugha Street, Dublin 1, Training Bar (Sponsored by Edward Dillon Ltd) training colleges around 
Ireland entered this prestigious International competition which has been running since 1966. Martina Neylon (Castlenock Hotel, 
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2005: 1st Jameson DIT School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology Cocktail Competition (sponsored by IDL Pernod Ricard), this 
competition was held in the Training Bar of the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT Cathal Brugha St, Dublin 1. Winners 
were Best Jameson Long Drink- Laura Fontana (DIT School of Culinary Arts& Food Technology), DIT; Best Jameson Short Drink 
Cocktail was Karen Thorpe (DIT School of Culinary Arts& Food Technology); Best Professional Cocktail Demonstration was Lada 
Zdarska (Buskers Bar, Temple Bar Hotel, Dublin). All entrants received a special Jameson Certificate and Jameson hip flask.   
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2006:  James Murphy congratulates Conor Mc Crohan (Howth Yacht Club & student DIT School of Culinary Arts & Food 
Technology) wins the Best Technical Bartender Award) at the recent 1st Irish Open Bols Cocktail Competition held in the RDS 
Simmonscourt during the Vintra Trade Exhibition. Past student Darren Geraghty, Clarence Hotel, Dublin was overall winner. 
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2006: 2nd Jameson DIT School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology Cocktail Competition. The overall winner was presented with 
the College Cocktail Cup was Kinga Worotynska (Marriot Druids Glenn Hotel, NewtownMountKennedy, Wicklow), Kinga also 
won Best Technique award. Frank Waldron (Burlington Ballroom Bar, Burlington Hotel, Dublin) won the Best Jameson Short Drink 
Cocktail award and Clare Gaffney (Harp Bar, Swords, Co Dublin) won the Best Jameson Long drink award – photo bottom right. 
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2006:   9th International Finlandia Cup Cocktail Competition-Irish Final (sponsored by Edward Dillon Ltd) open to all members of 
the BAI is held in the Grand Ballroom, Westin Hotel, Dublin, The School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, Faculty of Tourism & 
Arts, DIT entered (3) of its International Bar and Foodservices programme studies students (Clare Gaffney, Danny Walsh, Lynne 
Wallace) and Clare wins second prize (photos below).  Paul Lambert (Saba Restaurant, Clarendon St, Dublin) is overall winner and 
will represent Ireland at the 9th International finals in Northern Finland. Claire’s mentor Mr. James Murphy (D.I.T Lecturer – Faculty 
of Tourism and Food) stated that “we are indeed extremely proud of all our finalists, this is a unique achievement, individually for 
Claire and the Faculty, her mixology skills and the culinary application of her knowledge in cocktail making places Claire amongst 
the top cocktail makers in Ireland at present”.  
                             
            Clare Gaffney (2nd Place).                                     Danny Walsh (finalist).                                    Lynne Wallace (finalist). 
 
2007: 3rd Jameson DIT School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology Cocktail Competition (sponsored by IDL Pernod Ricard), this 
competition was held in the Training Bar of the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT Cathal Brugha St, Dublin 1. Over 60 
hospitality and bar studies students enter the competition, a major thanks again was offered to Cormac Long (IDL Pernod Ricard 
Ltd). The overall winner who was presented with the College Cocktail Cup was Darren Cusack (Mulligan’s Bar, Poolbeg Street, 
Dublin 1), Darren also won the Best Jameson Long Drink Cocktail award. Lukase Malek (Pravda Bar, Liffey St, Dublin) won the Best 
Jameson Short Drink cocktail and Milau Klizka (Mespil Hotel, Mespil Rd, Dublin) wins the Best Technique award.    
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2008:  School Lecturer (James Murphy) organises IDL Cocktail Competition at RDS Simmonscourt at Hospitality EXPO, all three 
winners of the competition were bar studies students of the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT. See photos below. 
 
 Press Release; 
The IRISH DISTILLERS PERNOD RICARD COCKTAIL COMPETITION took place on Monday 4th February at HOSPITALITY EXPO 2008, this 
new initiative between Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard and SDL Exhibitions offered hospitality staff the opportunity to improve their 
skills in creative drinks mixing, in direct response to the growing demand for new cocktails and exciting new drinks to suit every 
season.   Overall first prize (a trip to represent Ireland at the International De Kuyper Cup Cocktail Competition to be held in 
Rotterdam, Holland on September 25th 2008) was awarded for the best long drink cocktail, which was based on Irish Distillers 
Pernod Ricard premium brands, points were awarded for the appearance, aroma, taste and the commercial appeal of the cocktail. 
This innovation marks a new departure in cocktail competition scoring systems and is a first worldwide, assessing the commercial 
appeal of a cocktail recipe recognises this vital component, which future successful cocktail recipes need to incorporate.  
Further special prizes were awarded which included an awarded to the most professional cocktail demonstration, points were 
awarded in this category for the competitors appearance, hygiene awareness, their technical cocktail procedure, garnish neatness, 
overall proficiency and the time limits allowed to prepare and present the cocktail. Special IRISH DISTILLERS PERNOD RICARD 
COCKTAIL COMPETITION Certificates of participation were presented to all the competitors by Mr. Alan Lawlor (National Accounts 
Manager, Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard) and Ms. Deirdre Quinn (Hospitality Expo 2008, Exhibition Director).   
Mr. James Murphy MSc (Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard Cocktail Competition Chairman, Lecturer DIT) and Mr. John Mc Loughlin (Co-
Chairman) congratulated the winners and offered sincere thanks to Mr. Alan Lawlor (National Accounts Manager, Irish Distillers 
Pernod Ricard) and Mr. Sean Lemass (SDL Exhibitions Limited), thanks were also offered to Mr. Andrew O’Gorman (Head of Bar and 
Meat Management Department, School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology),   Mr. Oliver Murtagh (Past Chairman, Irish Guild of 
Sommeliers) and Mr. Henry O’Neill (Chief Executive Officer Restaurant Association of Ireland). The IRISH DISTILLERS PERNOD RICARD 
COCKTAIL COMPETITION winners were as follows; 
Overall Winner ‘Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard Cocktail Champion’ :   Passion Lust 
Prepared by:   Mr. Lazlo Gal   (Crush Bar, South Great Georges Street, Dublin 4) 
Recipe:  3cl  Stolichnaya Vodka, 2cl. De Kuyper (White) Crème de Cacao Liqueur, 1 cl. Galliano Liqueur, 5cl. Passion Juice. Method: 
Pour all the ingredients into a cocktail shaker with ice, shake briskly. Pour over some cubed ice into a 30cl highball glass. Garnish:   
Wheel of passion fruit and cinnamon flame.  
2nd Place  Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard Cocktail Competition and 1st  Place Most Professional Cocktail Demonstration : Irish Passion 
Prepared by:   Ms.  Claire Gaffney  (D.I.T  School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, Cathal Brugha Street, Dublin 2) 
Recipe:   2cl. Jameson Irish Whiskey,  3cl. De Kuyper Crème de Banana Liqueur, 1cl Galliano Liqueur, 12cl. Orange Juice, 10cl. Passion 
Fruit Juice.  Method:   Pour all the ingredients into a cocktail shaker with ice, shake briskly. Pour over some cubed ice into a 30cl 
highball glass. Garnish:  Orange wheel and fresh strawberry.  
3rd Place Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard Cocktail Competition         Caribbean Delight        
Prepared by:  Mr. Tomas Kreml  (Horse Shoe Bar, Marriott  Shelbourne Hotel, St Stephens Green, Dublin.  
Recipe:  3.5 cl. Stolichnaya Vodka, 2cl. De Kuyper Crème Banana Liqueur, 1cl. De Kuyper Blue Curacao Liqueur, 5 cl. Multivitamin 
Juice. Method:  Shake all ingredients together with ice; pour into a 30cl Slim Jim glass.    
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Cocktail tasting judges (L-R) Alan Lawlor (National Accounts Manager, Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard), Oliver Murtagh (Past Chairman, Irish Guild of 
Sommeliers) Deirdre Quinn (Hospitality Expo 2008, Exhibition Director), Mr. Henry O’Neill (Chief Executive Officer Restaurant Association of 
Ireland), James Murphy MSc (Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard Cocktail Competition Chairman). 
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2008: 4th DIT IDL Pernod Ricard Cocktail Competition (sponsored by IDL Pernod Ricard), this competition was held in the Training 
Bar of the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT Cathal Brugha St, Dublin 1. Pernod Ricard (competition sponsors decided 
to open up all its portfolio of products to competitors and therefore the competition was re-named from Jameson to IDL Pernod 
Ricard, this change allowed students a broader access to top premium products from the sponsors (which included Jameson 
whiskey). Over 60 hospitality and bar studies students enter the competition, a major thanks again was offered to Cormac Long 
(National Accounts Manager, IDL Pernod Ricard Ltd). The overall winner for the second year in a row who was presented with the 
College Cocktail Cup was Darren Cusack (Mulligan’s Bar, Poolbeg Street, Dublin 1), Darren also won the Best Short Drink Cocktail 
award. Garrett Duff (The Harp Bar, Swords, Co Dublin) won the Best Long Drink cocktail and Jonathan Ganly (Four Seasons Hotel, 
Ballsbridge, Dublin 4) won the Best Technique award.  
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2009:  (Far right): James Murphy (Lecturer, School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT) sampling Brandy Crusta cocktails with his students at 
the World Cocktail Competition held in Berlin, Germany. One of many Educational field trips which James organised for his students which included 
(Amsterdam, Holland; Brussels, Belgium and numerous locations around Dublin and Ireland) to expand their learning environments.   
                                                      
 
2009: 5th DIT IDL Pernod Ricard Cocktail Competition (sponsored by IDL Pernod Ricard), this competition was held in the Training 
Bar of the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT Cathal Brugha St, Dublin 1. Nearly 95 hospitality and bar studies students 
entered the competition, a major thanks was offered to Seamus Lowry (Business Development Representative Prestige Accounts, 
IDl Pernod Ricard). The overall winner who was presented with the College Cocktail Cup was Ian Alvey (DIT Department of Bar 
Management), Ian also won the Best Long Drink Cocktail award. Stuart McCoy also from the school won the Best Short Drink 
cocktail and Thomas Mulligan (Cobblestone Bar, Smithfield, Dublin 7) won the Best Technique award. 
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2010: 6th DIT IDL Pernod Ricard Cocktail Competition (sponsored by IDL Pernod Ricard), this competition was held in the Training 
Bar of the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT Cathal Brugha St, Dublin 1. Nearly 95 hospitality and bar studies students 
entered the competition, a major thanks was offered to Seamus Lowry (Business Development Representative Prestige Accounts, 
IDL Pernod Ricard). The overall winner who was presented with the College Cocktail Cup was Clare Gaffney (BSc Bar Management 
student), Clare also won the Best Short Drink Cocktail award. Gavin O’Donoughe (CPD Bar Studies student) won the Best Long 
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27th November 2010 
 
Mr. Alan Lawlor, 
National Accounts Manager, 
Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard 
Simmonscourt House, Simmonscourt Road 
Ballsbridge, Dublin 4. 
 
Dear Alan, 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you most sincerely on behalf of my colleagues and the students of the Department 
of Bar Management, College of Arts & Tourism for your sincere and active support in sponsoring the Irish Distillers Pernod 
Ricard Cocktail Challenge which has been held at the DIT Training Bar for the last six years.  This year’s entry broke all the 
records once again and it is truly gratifying to witness so much creativity and innovation with the Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard 
portfolio of premium brands within the numerous cocktail recipes prepared by this year’s participants.  
        Over the last 6 years this initiative between Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard and the DIT Bar Management Department has 
given a most unique opportunity to over 400 hospitality students who are now currently engaged within the bars, restaurants 
and hotels around Ireland and further a field. I want to congratulate you Alan for having the vision and genuine active interest in 
the development of new cocktails which I am sure has contributed to the cocktail culture we are witnessing here in Ireland. 
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The whole experience for the hospitality entrants over the last six under your guidance has been insightful and a most valuable 
learning experience which we believe will be used outside the classroom and back in their hospitality workplaces of all the 
entrants.  Again Alan my thanks to you and IDL Pernod Ricard (including of course your colleague Seamus Lowry- Business 
Development Representative Prestige Accounts-IDL Pernod Ricard) of behalf of the entire group, we look forward to many great 
years and memories with this unique cocktail making challenge.   
Sincerely 
James Murphy  
James Murphy MSc (Hosp. Mgt), MA (H.Ed), M.I.G.S 
Programme Chairperson, Lecturer 
Department of Bar Management, 
College of Arts & Tourism, 
Dublin Institute of Technology, 
Cathal Brugha Street, Dublin 1, 
email: james.p.murphy@dit.ie        tel: 353-1-4024453. 
    
 
2011: 7th DIT IDL Pernod Ricard Cocktail Competition (sponsored by IDL Pernod Ricard), this competition was held in the Training 
Bar of the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT Cathal Brugha St, Dublin 1. Nearly 90 mixologists entered the 
competition, a major thanks was offered to Liam Sparks (Brand Manager & Mixologist Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard).  The overall 
winner who was presented with the College Cocktail Cup was Conn Cowman (BSc Bar Management student), Conn also won the 
Best Short Drink Cocktail award. Sean Hoyne (Swifts Bar & Restaurant, Main St, Co. Kildare) won the Best Long Drink cocktail and 
Magdalena Sliwarska (BSc Culinary Entrepreneurship Student) won the Best Technique award. 
 
Press Release 
“Ireland’s Largest Live Cocktail Challenge attracts over 90 Mixologists”  
The 7th D.I.T – Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard Cocktail Challenge took place on Thursday November 25th 2011, this 
initiative between the DIT Bar Management Studies and Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard attracted 90 mixologists.  Prizes 
were awarded for best short drink cocktail, best long drink cocktail and technical performance cocktails were based 
on Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard premium spirits and liqueurs, points were awarded for the appearance, aroma, taste 
and the commercial appeal of the cocktail.  Special Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard  Cocktail Challenge Certificates of 
participation were presented to all the 90 mixologists by Mr. Liam Sparks (Brand Manager & Mixologist Irish Distillers 
Pernod Ricard).  Mr. James Murphy (DIT Lecturer, Bar Management Studies, College of Arts & Tourism) congratulated 
the winners reminding competitors, sponsors and supporters of the DIT Bar Management Studies commitment to 
providing on-going  challenging and innovative bar management and cocktail making programmes, Ms. Brid Grant 
(DIT Director & Dean College of Arts & Tourism) offered sincere thanks to both Mr. Liam Sparks (Brand Manager & 
Mixologist Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard and to Mr. Frank Cullen (Expert Judge, Assistant Head of DIT School Culinary 
Arts & Food Technology). The 7th D.I.T – Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard Cocktail Challenge winners were as follows; 
Winner:   Best Short Drink Cocktail      “Candy Apple” 
Prepared by:  Conn Cowman -  BSc Degree student - DIT, Bar Management Studies programme. 
Recipe: 3cl  Martell Cognac,  4cl  De Kuyper Butterscotch Liqueur, 15cl Apple Juice.    
Method:  Shake all the ingredients with ice briskly and strain into a chilled double martini  
Garnish:  Slices of fresh red apple.  
 
 
Winner:    Best Long Drink Cocktail    “Smile on the Rocks” 
Prepared by:  Sean Hoyne     - Swifts Bar & Restaurant, Main Street, Co. Kildare. 
Recipe:   3cl Absolut Peach Vodka, 2cl De Kuyper Triple Sec liqueur, 2cl De Kupyer Wild Strawberry liqueur, 14cl Orange Juice, 3cl 
Cranberry Juice.  
Method:  Shake all the above ingredients with ice briskly. Pour into a Highball glass with ice. 
Garnish:  Fresh strawberries and straws.  
Winner:    Best Technique Cocktail         “Crimbo”       
Prepared by:  Magdalena  Sliwarska   - (BSc Degree student – DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies programme.  
Recipe:   3.5 Havana Club 7 Year Old, 3.5cl  De Kuyper Crème de Banana liqueur, 3.5cl Pineapple juice, 7cl Orange juice.   
Method:   Shake all the above ingredients with ice briskly. Pour into a Hurricane glass. 
Garnish:  sugar, orange spiral, pineapple slice, blackberries.    
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(L-R: Winners - Conn, Magdalena and Sean). (L-R) Liam Sparks, Con Cowman (Overall Winner 2011)  James Murphy (Competition Co-ordinator). 
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2012: 8th DIT IDL Pernod Ricard Cocktail Competition (sponsored by IDL Pernod Ricard), this competition was held in the Training 
Bar of the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT Cathal Brugha St, Dublin 1. Over 70 mixologists entered the competition, 
a major thanks was offered again to Liam Sparks (Brand Manager & Mixologist Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard).  The overall winner 
who was presented with the College Cocktail Cup was Charmaine Lee-Morgetts (BSc Culinary Entrepreneurship Student), 
Charmaine also won the Best Short Drink Cocktail award. Timothy Carley  (BSc Culinary Entrepreneurship Student) won the Best 
Long Drink cocktail and Emmet Newport (BSc Culinary Entrepreneurship Student) won the Best Technique award. Unfortunately 
this is the final year in which Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard are the principle sponsors of the College Cocktail Competition, after 8 
years of continued and valued support James Murphy thanks Irish Distillers Pernod for their generous support over these years.   
Press Release 
“Ireland’s Largest Live Cocktail Challenge attracts over 70 Mixologists”  
The 8th D.I.T – Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard Cocktail Challenge took place on Thursday November 22th 2012, this initiative between 
the DIT Bar Management Studies and Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard attracted over 70 mixologists.  Prizes were awarded for best short 
drink cocktail, best long drink cocktail and technical performance cocktails were based on Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard premium 
spirits and liqueurs, points were awarded for the appearance, aroma, taste and the commercial appeal of the cocktail.  Special Irish 
Distillers Pernod Ricard  Cocktail Challenge Certificates of participation were presented to all the entrants by Mr. Liam Sparks 
(Brand Manager & Mixologist Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard).  Mr. James Murphy (Competition Co-ordinator, DIT Lecturer, Bar 
Management Studies, College of Arts & Tourism) congratulated the winners reminding competitors, sponsors and supporters of the 
DIT Bar Management Studies commitment to providing on-going  challenging and innovative bar management and cocktail making 
programmes, Mr. John O’Connor (DIT Director & Dean College of Arts & Tourism) offered sincere thanks to both Mr. Liam Sparks 
(Brand Manager & Mixologist Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard) Dr. Frank Cullen (Head of School Culinary Arts & Food Technology) and to 
Mr. David McCarron (Expert Judge, H Bar, Grand Canal Square) and  Ms. Mary O’Callaghan (President Irish Guild of Sommeliers). The 
8th D.I.T – Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard Cocktail Challenge winners were as follows; 
Winner:   Best Short Drink Cocktail & Overall Winner “Cinnemon Surprise” 
Prepared by:  Charmaine Lee-Morgetts  
Recipe: 3.5cl Absolut Vanilla Vodka, 2cl Kahlua liqueur, 2cl De Kuyper Crème de Cacao, 1 bar spoon cinnamon syrup.  Method:  Shake 
all the ingredients with ice briskly and strain into a chilled martini glass. Garnish:  cinnamon syrup & vanilla sugar and coffee beans.   
 
 
Winner:    Best Long Drink Cocktail “Young Love” 
Prepared by:  Timothy Carley      
Recipe:   6.5 Absolut Citron Vodka, 0.5cl De Kuyper Cherry Brandy, 15cl 7-up.  Method:  Shake all the above ingredients except 7-up top with 7-
up over crushed and cubed ice into a highball glass.   
Garnish:  Drumstick lollipop cherries, apple slice.   
Winner:    Best Technique Cocktail “Plymouth on the Rocks”       
Prepared by:  Emmet Newport  
Recipe:   7cl Plymouth Gin, 3.5cl Peach juice, fresh cucumber, dash sugar syrup. Method:   muddle the cucumber, add all ingredients and shake 
with ice, strain into old fashioned glass with ice. Garnish:  lemon and cucumber wheel.   
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2012:  Also marked the start of a new sponsorship with Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd (this company decided that they would 
like to sponsor cocktail competitions in our college) initially starting with the 1st DIT Schwartzhog Cocktail Competition which 
was organised by the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, Training Bar, Cathal Brugha Street, Dublin 1. This new competition 
is held in the second semester of the academic for students of the college and external competitors (who are employed in the 
hospitality and bar industry). Major thanks were offered to Conor Mc Crohan (Marketing Executive), John Dillon (Sales Director) 
and Patrick Rigney (Managing Director) all Dalcassian Wines & Spirits) for their kind sponsorship of this new cocktail 
competition. The overall winner was Sean Kershaw (Four Seasons Hotel, Ballsbridge, Dublin & BSc Bar Management student), 2nd 
place was Claudia Mulligan (BSc Bar Management student) and 3rd place was Paul Williams (Copan Bar, Rathmines, Dublin).  
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     Claudia Mulligan (2nd Place) receives her prize.                         Sean Hoyne (3rd Place) receives his prize. 
            
Paul Williams (Best Technique) receives his prize.                    Marco, Lee, Adrian and Sinead present their cocktails.  
                    
             Chelsea, Daniel, Diarmuid and Andrew.                                  Adam, Conor, Shane and Daniel White present their cocktails. 
                   
          Robert, Paul and Rory present their cocktails.                                      Matthew and Robert present their cocktails. 
                        
  Jenny, Orla, Michael and Colm present their cocktails.                              Sean, Luke, Sarah and Mark present their cocktails. 
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          Brogan, Victor, Cyril and Sean present their cocktails.                                            Richard, Ryan, Sean and Jason present their cocktails. 
 
                   
            Jenny, Sean, Lorna and Mircea present their cocktails.                                         Lysette, Con, Adam and Claudia present their cocktails.  
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Products allowed for use from the sponsoring company – Dalcassian Wines & Spirits  
Please see below the list of Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd premium brands that can be used in the upcoming OPEN cocktail challenge (free of 
charge).  www.dalcassianwines.com    
 
The Main Premium Distilled Spirit available for use in your cocktail 
 
Schwartzhog       www.schwartzhog.com    
 
The word Schwartzhog roughly translates from German into the ‘Black Hog’. Schwartzhog is named after ‘the king’ of the German forest; the 
wild boar or Hog which has been the family crest of the Hardenberg since medieval times.  
The German “Qualitat – Deutsche Tradition Seit 1700″ on the label translated means “quality in the German tradition since 1700″ reflecting the 
heritage and history of distillation by the Hardenberg family for over three centuries.  
(please remember you must use this ingredient in your cocktail) 
 
The Main Premium Liqueurs available for use in your cocktail 
 
Beveland   Creme de Café             (coffee flavour) 
Beveland   Creme de Cassis          (blackcurrant flavour) 
Beveland   Creme de Banana        (banana flavour)  
Beveland   Amaretto                     (almond & apricot flavour) 
Beveland   Blackberry                   (blackberry flavour) 
Beveland   Kiwi                             (kiwi flavour)  
Beveland   Creme de Cacao           (vanilla & cacao flavour)  
Beveland   Creme de Menthe         (mint flavour)  
Beveland   Melon                            (melon flavour)  
Beveland   Cranberry                      (cranberry flavour)   
Beveland   Fraise de Bois                (strawberry flavour) 
Beveland   Blue Curacao                 (orange flavour) 
Beveland   Peach Schnapps            (peach flavour)  
Beveland   Butterscotch Caramelo  (butterscotch & caramel flavour)  
Beveland   Triple Sec                        (citrus orange flavour) 
Note: If the competitor decides to use liqueurs with the flavour listed above in their cocktail they will choose for use the liqueurs listed above, 
if the liqueur flavour required is not listed above competitors must provide and can these liqueur flavour themselves. However the 
organising committee and sponsors would advise competitors to carefully consider the excellent range of flavours available within the 
Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd portfolio listed above in their selection.      
 
The Main Premium Purees available for use in your cocktail 
Dalcassian have also kindly allowed you to use their exclusive 100% fresh fruit purees (free of charge) in the your cocktail, the flavours are as 
follows; 
 Cranberry Puree 
 Passion Fruit  Puree  
 Strawberry Puree 
 Coconut Puree 
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Competitor to provide 
All competitors entering the 1st Schwartzhog OPEN Cocktail Challenge must provide their own juices, lemonades, fruits, syrups and any liqueur 
flavours not listed above, which can be used in their cocktails.  Competitors may use fresh ingredients in their cocktails for example (fruits 
pureed, crushed ice drinks, blended sorbets with fresh fruits) different combinations and preparation methods will help you to create new and 
innovative drinks. 
We really look forward to meeting you at the 1st Schwartzhog OPEN Cocktail Challenge 2012 and of course welcoming you to the DIT Training 
Bar, so come down and meet all your cocktail making colleagues.  
    
2013: 1st DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge (sponsored by Foodservices.ie – distributors of Monin, the French premium syrups 
manufacturers) is held in the Training Bar of the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT Cathal Brugha St, Dublin 1. Thanks 
were offered to the competition sponsors Richard Iveson (Food Solutions - Monin Brand Manager).  The overall winner who was 
presented with the College Cocktail Cup was Christienne Sommerville (BSc Culinary Entrepreneurship Student), Christienne also 
won the Best Alcohol  Cocktail award. Ryan Daly (BSc Bar Management Student) won the Best Non-Alcohol Cocktail award and 
James Halligan (BSc Bar Management Student) won the Best Technique award.  
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/culart/11/    ARROW - TU Dublin’s digital repository link to this competition.    
 
http://www.hospitalityireland.com/Pub/Bar/Nightclub-News/70-mixologists-attend-first-ever-dit-monin-cocktail-
challenge.html    Hospitality Ireland Magazine.  
Press Release 
“Ireland’s Largest Live Cocktail Challenge attracted 70 Mixologists”  
The 1st  DIT  Monin Cocktail Challenge took place on Thursday November 21th 2013, this initiative between the DIT 
Bar Management Studies and Monin attracted 70 mixologists.  Prizes were awarded for best alcohol cocktail, best 
non-alcohol cocktail and technical performance cocktails were based on Monin premium syrups, points were 
awarded for the appearance, aroma, taste and the commercial appeal of the cocktails. Mr. James Murphy 
(Competition Co-ordinator, DIT Lecturer, Bar Management Studies, College of Arts & Tourism) congratulated the 
winners reminding competitors, sponsors and supporters of the DIT Bar Management Studies commitment to 
providing on-going  challenging and innovative bar management and cocktail making programmes, Dr. Frank Cullen  
(DIT Head of School Culinary Arts & Food Technology) offered sincere thanks to both Mr. Richard Iveson (Monin 
Ireland Brand Ambassador) and to expert judges David McCarron BSc and Daniel Mulligan (No. 37 Dawson St), 
Catherine Griffith (Irish Guild of Sommeliers) and Tom O’Brien (Chairman Licensed Vintners Association).  
Cocktail Challenge winners were as follows; 
Winner:   Best Alcohol Cocktail & Overall Winner     “A Baileys Blast” 
Prepared by:  Christienne  Sommerville   - DIT  BSc (Hons) Culinary Entrepreneurship 
Recipe: 3.5cl   Bailey’s Irish Cream, 3.5cl  Tia Maria, 3cl. Monin Strawberry. 3.5cl (pouring) fresh cream, 1.5cl whipped 
fresh cream. Method:  Blend all ingredients with crushed ice and pour into a chilled double martini glass. Garnish:  




Winner:    Best Non-Alcohol Cocktail   “Peppered Berry’ 
Prepared by:  Ryan  Daly  -    DIT   BSc (Hons) Bar Studies  (Management & Entrepreneurship) 
Recipe:   3.5cl  Strawberry juice,  Non-alcoholic sparkling, 1.5cl  Monin Strawberry,  1.5cl Monin Mandarin.  Method:  Build all 
ingredients into a chilled Champagne flute glass. Garnish:  Strawberry, pineapple leaf and fresh black pepper.  
Winner:    Best Technique Cocktail         “Botanical Garden”       
Prepared by:  James Halligan   -   DIT   BSc (Hons) Bar Studies  (Management & Entrepreneurship) 
Recipe:   5cl Hendrick’s Gin,  0.5cl Blue Curcao liqueur, 1.5cl Monin Litchi, 1.5cl  Monin Lavander, 5 chunks fresh cucumber.  
Method:   muddle the cucumber, add all ingredients and shake with ice, strain into old fashioned glass with ice. Garnish:  
hollowed cucumber with a rose petal and lavender float.  
                           
(L-R) James Murphy (Lecturer DIT College of Arts & Tourism & Competition Co-ordinator), James Halligan (Best technique award 
), Christienne Sommerville (Best Alcohol cocktail & Overall winner), Ryan Daly (Best Non-alcohol cocktail), Richard Iveson (Monin Brand 
Ambassador Ireland – sponsors).  
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2013: Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd return to hold their second cocktail competition with the college under the title ‘1st DIT 
Black Dog Cocktail Competition’ which was organised by the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, Cathal Brugha Street, 
Dublin 1 and held in the Living Room Bar, Cathal Brugha Street, Dublin 1. (This was the first in long time since the college had gone 
external with one of its competitions and it was a great success with a live audience in this popular sports bar in Dublin’s city 
centre). Major thanks were offered to Conor Mc Crohan (Marketing Executive), John Dillon (Sales Director) and Patrick Rigney 
(Managing Director) all of Dalcassian Wines & Spirits) for their kind sponsorship. The overall winner was for the second year 
running Sean Kershaw (Four Seasons Hotel, Ballsbridge, Dublin), 2nd place was Lorna St Ledger (Captain America’s Cookhouse and 
Bar, Blanchardstown, Dublin 18) and 3rd place was Andrew Kennedy (Play Night Club, D’Olier St, Dublin) all three winners were BSc 
Bar Management students of DIT. Smaller prizes were also awarded for best garnish, most unusual cocktail and best flairtending 
demonstration. Black Dogg (is a spiced rum).  
http://www.drinksindustryireland.ie/drinksindustry_campaigntrail.aspx   Black Dogg Cocktail Comp in Drinks Industry Ireland on line (page 2).  
http://www.drinksindustryireland.ie/article.aspx?id=3872     Black Dogg Cocktail Comp in Drinks Industry Ireland on line (page 2).  
http://dit.ie/update/26-03-13/firstblackdoggspicedrumopencocktailcompetitionattractslargeentry/#d.en.66903  Web link to DIT Update 
magazine press coverage of the event.  
                                                                                                  Press Release 
               ‘1st Black Dogg Spiced Rum OPEN Cocktail Competition Attracts Large Entry’  
The 1st Black Dogg OPEN Cocktail Competition took place recently at the Living Room Bar, Cathal Brugha Street, Dublin 1. This initiative 
between the DIT Bar Management Studies and Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd attracted up to 50 mixologists.  Prizes were awarded for the top 
three cocktails based on Black Dogg Spiced Rum, points were awarded for the appearance, aroma, taste and the commercial appeal of the 
cocktails.  Special certificates were presented to all the finalists by Mr. Conor McCrohan (Marketing Executive Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd).  
Mr. James Murphy (Competition Co-ordinator & DIT Lecturer, Bar Management Studies, College of Arts & Tourism) congratulated the winners 
reminding competitors, sponsors and supporters of the DIT Bar Management Studies of their commitment to providing on-going challenging 
and innovative bar management and cocktail making programmes. The tasting panel of judges David McCarron (Café H, IFSC), Paul Williams 
(Number 27 Bar, Dawson Street), Darren Gerathy (Indie Dhaba, Anne’s Lane Dublin 2) and Lisa Doyle (Brand Manager Black Dogg Spiced Rum) 
who all expressed their delight at the huge interest, creative approaches and professional demonstrations of all the participants of the 1st Black 
Dogg Spiced Rum Cocktail Competition. The winners were as follows; 
Overall Winner:  ‘ Scurvy Fizz’ 
Prepared by:  Sean Kershaw – Four Seasons Hotel, Ballsbridge, Dublin & BSc (Hons) Degree Student - DIT, Bar Management Studies Progamme. 
Recipe: 4cl Black Dogg Spiced Rum, 2cl BV  - Kiwi Liqueur, 1.5cl One drink - Mango Puree, 1cl Lime juice, 1.5cl Vanilla pod infused syrup. Soda 
water (to top up ).    
Method:  Shake all the ingredients above with ice (except the soda) and pour into a glass jar, top with soda water, add crushed ice. Garnish:  
Short straws, mango slice and edible flowers (in season).   
 
2nd Place   ‘The Doggfather’ 
Prepared by:  Lorna St Ledger – Captain Americas Cookhouse and Bar, Blanchardstown, Dublin 18. 
Recipe: 3.5cl Black Dogg Spiced Rum, 2.5 BV – Melon liqueur, 1.5cl One Drink - Coconut puree mix, Fresh mint.  
Method: Shake all ingredients with ice and strain into a glass jar, add some cubed ice.  Garnish: mint leaves, cucumber wheel and short straws.  
 
3rd Place    ‘Tropic Thunder’ 
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Prepared by: Andrew Kennedy, Play Night Club, D’Olier Street, Dublin   
Recipe:   5cl Black Dogg Spiced rum, 0.5cl Fresh Passion fruit, 5-6 small wedges of fresh mango, 2cl lime juice, 2 bar spoons vanilla sugar.  
Method: Muddle all the above ingredients and shake with ice, pour into an ice filled jar glass.   Garnish:  Fresh passion fruit husk, mango.  
 
Best Garnish Award:  Dylan Grouse – Red Cow Inn, Dublin. 
Most Unusual & Original Cocktail award: Brogan B. Jones -  DIT, Bar Management Studies.   
Best Flairtending Demonstration award: Andrew Kennedy, Play Night Club, Dublin.  
  
 The competition judging panel.       Black Dogg - winning cocktail recipes.   (L-R: Conor Mc Crohan (Dalcassian) & Sean Kearshaw (overall winner). 
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2013:  Irish Pubs Global-IPG (the non-for-profit organisation) which connects Irish pubs all around the world together, requested the school to 
organise a cocktail competition for ‘The Gathering Event’ to be held at Dublin’s Convention Centre.  The competition was titled ‘Irish Pubs Global 
Gathering Event – Beam Cocktail Challenge’. Thanks were offered to Enda O’Coineen (Honorary President Irish Pubs Global) and Jennifer Graham 
(Brand Ambassador Kilbeggan Distillery Company) – distributors of Jim Beam Whiskey. The winner was Andrew Kennedy (Play Nightclub, Dublin, 
2nd place Victor Petrakov (Saba Restaurant, Dublin) and 3rd place was Cian Hamilton (Dundrum House, Main St, Dublin).   
   
http://www.licensingworld.ie/bartender/cocktail-challenge-a-highlight-of-irish-pubs-global-event/    Licensing World report. 
Press Release              
                           “Irish Pubs Global Gathering Event – Beam Cocktail Challenge”  
Irish Pubs Global is spearheaded by Irish entrepreneur Enda O’Coineen it is the global network linking the owners and managers of Irish Pubs. It 
contains 20 chapters worldwide and a database of more than 4,000 Irish Pubs. The Gathering event which started on September 29th was also 
supported by the Licensed Vintners Association and the Vintners Federation of Ireland. The three day programme focused on the ‘Next 
Generation of Irish Pubs’. A special feature of the Irish Pubs Global Gathering Event was the Beam Cocktail Challenge which took place on 
Monday 30th September 2013, this initiative between the DIT Bar Management Studies, Irish Pubs Global and Beam brought together DIT 
students in a unique cocktail challenge for all the delegates from over 22 countries.   
Prizes were awarded for three best original cocktail recipes based on Kilbeggan Irish whiskey. Special Irish Pubs Global Gathering Event 
‘Mixologist’ Certificates and prizes were presented to the winners by Ms. Jennifer Graham (Brand Ambassador, Kilbeggan Distillery Company) 
and Enda O’Coineen (Honorary President Irish Pubs Global).  Mr. James Murphy (Competition Co-ordinator, DIT Lecturer, Bar Management 
Studies, College of Arts & Tourism) congratulated all the DIT students reminding the delegates and exhibitors of the DIT College of Arts & 
Tourism commitment to providing on-going  challenging and innovative food and beverage management programmes. The Irish Pubs Global 
Gathering Event – Beam Cocktail Challenge joint winners were as follows; 
 
‘The Rooster Cogburn’    [3rd Place]  
Prepared by:  Cian Hamilton (Dundrum House, Main Street, Dublin) 
Recipe: 4cl. Kilbeggan Irish whiskey, 10cl. Lemon juice, 8-10 Blackberries, dash Orange bitters, twist black pepper, 1 bar spoon honey syrup. 
Method: Muddle the blackberries with the other ingredients, shake with ice and double strain the contents into an Old fashioned glass with ice. 
Garnish:  Rosemary with blackberries.    
 
‘Bitter Beg’     [2nd Place] 
Prepared by:  Victor Petrakov  (Saba Restaurant, Dublin)  
Recipe:   3.5 Kilbeggan Irish whiskey, 2 dashes Fee Brothers Cranberry bitters, 3cl Blackcurrant & vanilla tea sugar syrup, 1cl Lemon juice. 
Method: Shake all the ingredients with ice and double strain into a chilled Champagne flute glass. Garnish: Lemon twist and blackcurrants.  
 
‘Beam and the Giant Peach’     [1st Place] 
Prepared by: Andrew Kennedy  (Play Nighclub, Dublin) 
Recipe: 3.5.cl Kilbeggan Irish whiskey, 1.5cl Peach Schnapps, 1.5cl De Kuyper Apricot Brandy, 2cl Lime juice, 1cl honey. Method: Shake all 




James Murphy Presents his new book to Enda O’Coineen.       The Competition competitors.                         The overall winner Andrew (centre).  
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2014: 2st DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge (sponsored by Foodservices.ie – distributors of Monin, the French premium syrups 
manufacturers) is held in the Training Bar of the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT Cathal Brugha St, Dublin 1. Thanks 
were offered again to the competition sponsors Richard Iveson (Food Solutions - Monin Brand Manager).  It was decided that for 
the 2nd DIT Monin Cocktail competition that all the cocktails would be alcohol free (and therefore no alcohol was allowed in the 
creation of the new recipes by students from 2014 onwards. The overall winner and 1st place was presented with the College 
Cocktail Cup was Michael Woods (St Jude’s GAA Club, Dublin & BSc Bar Management Student), 2nd Place was Niamh Hannon 
(BSc Culinary Entrepreneurship student) and 3rd place was Oisin Kelly (Toner’s Bar, Baggot St, Dublin & BSc Bar Management 
student). The Best Technique award was given jointly to  Sarah Wong and David Reilly. 
 
http://dit.ie/update/27-11-14/dithostsirelandslargestlivecocktailchallenge/  DIT Update magazine. 
Press Release 
‘Ireland’s Largest Live Cocktail Challenge attracts over 70 Mixologists’  
The 2nd DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge took place on Thursday November 20th 2014, this initiative between the DIT Bar 
Management Studies and Monin attracted 70 mixologists.  Prizes were awarded for the top non-alcohol cocktails 
presented and best technical performance. All cocktails were based on Monin premium syrups and purees, points 
were awarded for the appearance, aroma, taste and the commercial appeal of the cocktails. Mr. James Murphy 
(Competition Co-ordinator, DIT Lecturer, Bar Management Studies, College of Arts & Tourism) congratulated the 
winners reminding competitors, sponsors and supporters of the DIT Bar Management Studies commitment to 
providing on-going  challenging and innovative bar management and cocktail making programmes, Dr. Frank Cullen  
(DIT Head of School Culinary Arts & Food Technology) offered sincere thanks to both Mr. Richard Iveson (Monin 
Ireland Brand Manager) and to expert judges Gintare Pertruaskaite (House, Leeson Street), Catherine Griffith (Irish 
Guild of Sommeliers) and John Nealon (Chairman, Licensed Vintners Association) and Lynsey White (School of 
Culinary Arts & Food Technology).  The 2nd DIT Monin cocktail challenge winners were as follows; 
1st  place:  Overall winner     “Hubba Bumba” 
Prepared by:  Michael Woods – St Jude’s GAA Club, Dublin 
Ingredients and method: 1cl Monin Bubblegum syrup, 1cl Monin Passion Fruit syrup, 1.5 scoops of vanilla ice cream, 
10cl 7-up. Blend all the ingredients with a little crushed ice together except the 7-up and pour directly into a chilled 
double martini glass top slowly with 7up. Garnish with passion fruits seeds and orange zest.  
 
 
2nd place:   “Passion Fruit Punch’ 
Prepared by:  Niamh Hannon -    DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, Cathal Brugha Street, Dublin. 
Ingredients and method: 9cl Monin Passion fruit puree, 1cl Monin Mint syrup, 2cl fresh lime juice, 6-8 fresh raspberries, 8cl soda 
water. Blend all the ingredients with crushed ice except the soda, pour unstrained into a tall hurricane glass, top slowly with 
soda and garnish with passion fruit and mint leaf. Serve with long straws.   
3rd place: ‘ Winter Warmth’    
Prepared by:  Oisin Kelly – Toners Bar, Baggot Street, Dublin.   
Ingredients and method: 2cl Monin Blackberry syrup, 0.5cl Monin Wild Strawberry syrup, 0.75cl Monin Hazelnut syrup, 0.5cl 
fresh lime juice, 10cl hot water. Build all the ingredients into a warm heat resistant glass, stir together and garnish with an apple 
wedge studded with whole cloves and two small ginger biscuits.   
The judges awards for best technical performance and special recognition went to Sarah Wong and David Reilly 
                                
                                     
(L-R) Richard Iveson (Monin Brand Manager - sponsors), winners David Reilly, Niamh Hannon, Michael Woods and Oisin Kelly, James Murphy 
(Competition Co-ordinator, DIT Lecturer).    
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2nd DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge - Competition Recipes 
Alcohol free mixed drinks and cocktails are sometimes the forgotten jewel in the drinks offering for most establishments or cocktail parties. These 
cocktails can be reasonably priced, widely available, delicious and exotic for the consumer. The information and recipes below from students of the 
DIT, School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology the will give you many choices to treat everyone, prepare them for your guests, enjoy them with 
your friends, family and your children, with these recipes it’s doesn’t matter if you are driving or if you simply do not like alcohol because you can 
enjoy these great cocktails, which utilise the best juices, syrups, lemonades, fruits and dairy produce.    
Competition (New Alcohol free) – Competitors Recipes  
Michael Woods, St Jude’s GAA Club, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Hubba Bumba  (short drink)     [2014 – DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge  - Overall winning cocktail] 
Ingredients & method: 1cl Monin Bubblegum syrup, 2cl Monin passion fruit syrup, 10cl 7 up, 1.5 scoops ice cream. Blend with ice except 7-up and 
pour unstrained into double martini glass add 7-up slowly, garnish with passion fruit seeds and orange zest.  
 
Niamh Hannon, Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS, Dublin.  
Cocktail name: Passion Fruit Punch  [2014 – DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge  - 2nd place] 
Ingredients & method: 4cl Monin passion fruit puree, 3cl lime juice, 1cl Monin mint syrup, 6-8 raspberries, 6cl soda water. Blend all ingredients 
except the soda water. Pour unstrained into a hurricane glass top with soda water, garnish with passion fruit, mint leaf.  
 
Oisin Kelly, Toners Bar, Baggot St, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Winter Warmth (hot drink) [2014 – DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge  - 3rd place] 
Ingredients & method: 10cl hot water, 2cl Monin blackberry syrup, 0.5cl Wild strawberry syrup, 0.75cl Monin Hazelnut syrup, 1cl fresh lime and 
orange juice, build into a heat resistant glass stir and garnish with apple wedge studded with whole cloves and 2 ginger biscuits 
 
David Reilly, DIT Bar Management Studies, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: The Mojo Jojo Ito  (long drink) [2014 – DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge  - special recognition] 
Ingredients & method: 3 wedges lime, 1 teaspoon brown sugar, 1cl Monin mint syrup, 1cl Monin Wild strawberry syrup, top with 7-up. Build over 
crushed ice and garnish with strawberry and mint leaves.  
 
Dan Alarcon – DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Den-Coco (after dinner) 
Ingredients & method: 2cl Monin Coconut syrup, 6cl Almond milk, 2cl Pineapple juice, 3cl Monin Peach syrup.  Shake all ingredients with ice. Strain 
and pour into chilled double martini glass. Garnish with fresh strawberry. 
 
Sara Allen Coghlan – DIT, Bar Management Studies, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Very Berry Cooler  (long drink) 
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Ingredients & method: 1.75cl Monin sugar syrup, 2.5cl Monin Raspberry syrup, 3.5cl Cranberry juice, 3.5cl fresh lemon juice, 8cl soda water. Shake 
all ingredients with ice except the soda water. Strain into a highball glass, top with soda water and ice. Garnish with fresh raspberry and mint sprigs, 
serve with long straws.   
 
Sean Baird - The Marker Rooftop Bar, Grand Canal Dock, Dublin. 
Cocktail Name: Some Like It Hot (long drink) 
Ingredients & method:  2 cl of lime juice, 3cl of Monin Lemongrass Syrup, Handful of basil (bruised) , ¾ of a chilli (sliced).  Build the cocktail with 
crushed ice and top with Ginger Beer. Garnish with the top of a chilli and a sprig of Basil. 
 
Alice Brophy – DIT, Bar Management Studies, CBS, Dublin.  
Cocktail name: Aqua Marine (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 2cl Monin Wild strawberry syrup, 1cl Monin Grenadine syrup, 10cl Powerade – Blue, 3.5cl lemon juice. Shake all ingredients 
except the Powerade with ice and strain into a highball glass with ice, top with Powerade and garnish with Haribo Jellies.   
 
Chloe Carthy – DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS, Dublin 
Cocktail Name: Vanilla Ice  (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 3cl of Cranberry juice, 2cl Monin Grenadine, 3cl Monin vanilla syrup, 3cl Monin orange syrup and top up with 4cl of 
Lemonade. Add all ingredients into shaker except the lemonade and shake. Pour mixture into a highball glass and top up with lemonade, add 
crushed ice and garnish with cinnamon stick and straws. 
 
Matthew Cater – DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail Name: Winter Crisp  (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 3cl Monin Coconut syrup, ice, sprigs of coriander and mint, 1 cubic inch finely chopped ginger, 12cl 7up. Fill glass with ice, 
muddle together ginger, coriander and mint in the coconut syrup. Fill shaker with ice and top with 7up. Stir, then remove ice from glass and strain 
the cocktail into cold glass. Garnish with another sprig of mint. 
 
Alan Kavanagh, DIT Bar Management Studies, CBS, Dublin 
Cocktail name: Raspberry Lagoon  (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 1.5cl Monin raspberry puree, 10cl cranberry juice, 10cl grapefruit juice. Shake all ingredients with ice and pour strained into 
a highball glass, garnish with a cluster of grapefruit, cranberry and raspberry. 
 
Ciara Chambers, DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Triple Chocolate Delight  (long drink, after dinner)  
Ingredients & method: 2.5cl fresh cream, 6cl fresh milk, 3cl coco powder, 3cl Monin Chocolate syrup. Shake with ice pour over ice into a highball 
glass and garnish with whipped cream and chocolate.   
 
Stephan Coughlan – DIT, Bar Management Studies, Cathal Brugha Street, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Vienna Soother  (after dinner) 
Ingredients & method: 3.5cl Fresh Cream, 4oz hot coffee, 2cl Monin roasted hazelnut, ¼ teaspoon cinnamon, 3.5cl Monin Mint Chocolate. Mix 
some cream with the Monin Roasted Hazelnut, build all ingredients into a heat resistant glass mix with teaspoon and float the mixed cream on top. 
Garnish with chocolate sprinkles.  
 
Alison Doyle – DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS, Dublin  
Cocktail name: The Teaser  (after dinner) 
Ingredients & method: 3cl of milk, 3cl of Roasted Hazelnut Monin syrup,  6cl of Brewed iced coffee and whipped cream and crushed up malteasers 
to garnish. Add all ingredients to a shaker with ice and shake. Strain into a glass over ice. Garnish with whipped cream and crushed up malteasers.  
 
Shauna Dunne - DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS, Dublin  
Cocktail name: Sun Blush (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 8cl orange juice, 8cl 7up, 3cl Monin Grenadine syrup, slice of star fruit.  Stir all the ingredients together in a highball glass 
add ice, add the grenadine down the back of a spoon. Then garnish with the star fruit. 
 
Thelma Dunster – DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship, Cathal Brugha Street.  
Cocktail name: ‘Something Sweet’ (long drink)  
Ingredients & method: 4.5cl Monin passion fruit puree, 4.5cl orange & mango juice, 3cl lemon & lime sparkling water, 1.5cl Monin Strawberry 
syrup, half a Fresh mango fruit. Puree the mango in a blender until smooth. Add passion fruit puree & crushed ice. Blend. Add Orange and mango 
juice into blender. Pour into glass, top with lemon & lime sparkling water. Build with strawberry syrup. Garnish with fresh strawberry. 
  
Alexandra Fleming Johnston – Culinary Entrepreneurship Student, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Chelsea Zing (long drink)  
Ingredients & method: .5 cl Monin Grenadine, 9cl fresh grapefruit juice, 6cl ginger ale, handful of Basil Leaves. 
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Fill glass with crushed ice, pour in half shot of grenadine. Muddle basil leaves in Boston shaker and fill with ice.  
Pour grapefruit juice and ginger ale into Boston shaker and shake. Pour over ice and grenadine, garnish with grapefruit wedge and basil. 
 
Amy Forsyth - DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: ‘Pear Pressure’ (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 3cl Monin pear syrup, handful of mint leaves, 1 lime and top up with 7up. 
Muddle mint leaves and lime wedges in glass.  Mix with stirring spoon, add pear syrup and mix again. Top up with 7up , mix again and add ice 
cubes. Garnish with a lime wedge.  
 
Rachel Freeney – DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Strawberry Delight  (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 2cl Monin Grenadine syrup, 3cl fresh cream, 8 fresh strawberries, 3cl ginger ale. Blend together with ice except the ginger, 
pour unstrained into a highball glass and top slowly with ginger ale, garnish with fresh strawberry.   
 
Niamh Fussey – DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS Street, Dublin 
Cocktail name: Sophisticated Lady  (short drink) 
Ingredients &method: 3cl cranberry juice, 3cl lemon juice, 3cl Monin Pur sucre de canne, 1 cucumber wheel, 1 spear of cucumber, pinch of salt. 
Muddle the cucumber with salt and lemon juice; add to a shaker with ice and cranberry juice and monin syrup. Shake and then strain into a chilled 
double martini glass. Garnish with a cucumber spear on the edge.  
 
Kintija Gaile – Stoop your head Skerries 
Cocktail name: Mint Berry  (long drink)  
Ingredients and method: 14cl cranberry juice, 3,5cl fresh grapefruit juice, 0,5cl of pomegranate monin syrup, 0,5cl of green mint Monin syrup all 
shaked with 3 piece shaker. Pour into glass filled up with crushed ice and fresh mint leaves garnished with mint leaves and slice of grapefruit.  
 
Brenda Gallagher - DIT Bar Management Studies CBS, Dublin 
Cocktail name: The Candy Crush  (short drink) 
Ingredients & method: 7cl cranberry juice 3cl orange juice 1 cl Monin Pomegranate syrup 1cl summer fruits, candy floss. Mix all ingredients in 3 
piece shaker with ice put candy floss into a chilled double martini glass and pour the mixture over. Garnish with an orange slice and candy floss. 
 
Joseph Geary – The Weir, Ashford House, Ashford, Co. Wicklow 
Cocktail name : Tickle Me Pink with Peaches (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 8cl Cranberry Juice, 1cl Fresh Lime Juice, 3cl Monin Peach Syrup, Topped with Ginger Ale 
Mix Cranberry, Lime Juice & Peach syrup over ice in shaker, strain over crushed ice and top up with ginger ale into a highball glass.  Garnish with 
mint sprigs and flaming orange peel. 
 
Paddy Gilboy- DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS, Dublin  
Cocktail name: Juniper Ginfree  (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 6cl grapefruit juice, 3cl pure de sucre de canne, Half fennel bulb, 5-7 Juniper berries, top up with tonic water. Muddle 
juniper berries, fennel, syrup in glass.  Pour into shaker with ice, add the grapefruit juice and shake. 
Strain into a highball glass with crushed ice and grapefruit wedge, top up with tonic water.  
Ciaran Gray- McGowans Pub, Phibsboro, Dublin 
Cocktail name: A pinkie lemon  (long drink)  
Ingredients &method: 10cl of cranberry juice, 3.5cl of club lemon, 1cl of Lavender, 1cl of green mint and .5cl of bubble-gum. 
Place all but the club lemon into a Boston shaker, shake and pour into glass filled with crushed ice then add club lemon and garnish with a lemon 
slice. 
 
Laura Hanlon- DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS, Dublin  
Cocktail name: Designated Driver   (long drink) 
Ingredients and method: 4cl Monin pure de sucre de canne, 6cl white grape juice, 5cl orange juice, 5cl  Monin raspberry puree and garnished with 
lime wedges. Pour all ingredients into shaker with ice. Fill glass with crushed ice, pour and garnish with lime wedges. 
 
Shauna Harris- DIT CBS, Dublin 
Cocktail name: Peach Pom  (long drink) 
Ingredients: 2cl Monin peach syrup, 2cl Monin pomegranate syrup, 3cl fresh lemon juice, top up of 7up, garnish of lemon wedge 
Method: cool glass. Add ice to 3 piece shaker, add pomegranate syrup, peach syrup and lemon juice. Shake. Empty glass of ice, pour in cocktail, top 
up with 7up and garnish 
 
Marianne Healy- Maldron Hotel,  Dublin Airport  
Cocktail name: The Tropics  (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 7cl freshly squeezed orange juice, 5 cl of cranberry juice 1cl of coconut Monin syrup, fresh lime juice  
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Place all ingredients in 3 piece shaker pour into cooled glass and garnish with an orange slice  
 
Hugh Jordan, The Brickhouse Bar, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Sweet Chilli Cooler  (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 3.5cl San Pellegrino sparkling water, 7cl Bitter lemonade, 2.5cl Monin Tangerine syrup, sweet peppers.  Build over ice into a 
top glass garnish with chilli stem.    
 
Ellen Keane – DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail Name: The Danika (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 3cl bubble gum Monin syrup, 3cl litchi Monin syrup, Fresh lemongrass, 7UP. Pour chopped lemon grass in shaker. Top with 
bubblegum & litchi. Muddle together. Cover in ice. Shake together and pour into a sugar rimmed highball glass & top with 7up. Garnish with lemon 
grass & straw.  
 
Jagoda Koczolap – DIT Bar Management Studies, CBS, Dublin  
Cocktail name: The Refreshment  (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 9 cl of cranberry juice 1cl of fresh lime juice 2cl of grenadine monin 1cl of honey 2cl of cherry puree. Put all ingredients into 
a 3 piece shaker shake up and pour into cooled glass. To garnish: Crushed ice mint leaves  
 
Sinead Lavin – TGI Friday’s Blanchardstown, Dublin.  
Cocktail name: Tropical Twist  (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 3cl of Monin passion fruit puree, 3cl of freshly squeezed lemon juice, 3cl of mango/passion fruit juice, top up with club soda. 
Pour passion fruit puree into glass, add mango juice and add freshly squeezed lemon juice, and top up with club soda and stir all ingredients for a 
minute until all mixed together. 
 
David Matthews, The Deputy Mayor Bar, Finglas, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: A Magic Minty Moonlight  (long drink, after dinner) 
2cl Monin mint, 1 scoop Chocolate ice cream, 1.4 bar of Mint aero, 10cl chocolate milk. Shake with ice, pour into highball glass and garnish with 
mint leaf and chocolate flakes. 
 
Eimear McCrea - DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail name : Tropical Breeze (long drink)  
Ingredients & method: 6cl orange juice, 1.5 Monin passion Fruit, 1.5 Monin bubble gum. Shake all ingredients with ice then top it up using 
lemonade and Monin Grenadine into  a highball glass, garnish with passion fruit.   
 
Robert McCreeryBreen -  Base Wood Fire Pizza Restaurant, Ballsbridge, Dublin.  
Cocktail name: Bert’s Best Brew 
Ingredients and method: 3cl of Monin lychee, 200mls of honey dew melon juice, spoon of sugar, 3 lime wedges, fresh mint leaves, crush mint 
leaves , add lime wedge juice and squeezed wedges, Shake all ingredients together in shaker with ice. Garnish with mint leaves and melon ball on a 
cocktail stick 
 
Sarah McKenna - DIT, Bar Management Studies, Cathal Brugha Street, Dublin. 
Cocktail Name: College Mess (after-dinner). 
Ingredients & method: 2 scoops vanilla ice-cream, 9cl strawberry milk, 3.5cl Passion Fruit Puree, 2cl Monin Blackberry syrup. Mix first three 
ingredients into a blender with 1cl of blackberry. Blend for 10 seconds. Add a scoop of crushed ice into blender and blend for 10 seconds. Pour into 
hurricane glass and drizzle blackberry syrup along edges. Add crushed meringue on top and strawberry on the edge to garnish  
 
Lee Zheng Hao  - DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship. CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Kelapa Markisa   (long drink)  
Ingredients and method -  1.5cl Coconut Monin, 1.5cl Lemongrass Monin, 3cl Passion Fruit Puree Monin shake with Lemongrass infused water. 
Serve with ice, garnish with lemongrass stick. 
 
Cian Wrynne – Lough Rynn Castle Hotel, Co. Leitrim. 
Cocktail name: Triple Haze  (after-dinner)  
Ingredients & method – 1cl Monin chocolate syrup, 1cl Monin caramel syrup, 1 shot of hot espresso, 20cl steamed milk. Build all ingredients into a 
heat resistant glass, garnish with chocolate dust and toffee-pop biscuit on the side. 
 
Daire Moore – DIT Bar Studies, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Kingston Sunrise  (long drink) 
Ingredients & method – 2cl Mandarin Monin, 10cl Pineapple Juice, 10cl Multi Vitamin Juice, 10cl Ginger Beer 
Shake and pour over crushed ice. Pineapple garnish  
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Gavin Scanlon - DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship 
Cocktail name – Pomgo 
Ingredients & method – 3cl Monin Mandarin, 3cl Mango juice, 3cl pomegranate, 3cl lime juice, top it off with tonic water and mint for garnish. Pour 
all the juices and syrup together in a shaker with ice, pour into glass and top off with tonic water. 
 
Andrew O’Toole – DIT Bar Studies, Cathal Brugha Street. 
Cocktail name: Orange Haze   (long drink)  
Ingredients & method – 1cl  guava Monin, 1cl Sweet and Sour Monin, 14 cl orange juice, 3.5 cl pineapple juice. Shake and top off with club lemon. 
Garnish with orange peel. 
 
Robert Jackson Z. Paras DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship  
Cocktail name: Pink Power (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 2cl Monin strawberry, 5cl melon juice, 0.5 Monin bubble gum, 1cl Monin Hazel nut, shake the strawberry, melon juice with 
bubble gum and hazel nut together. Pour into glass with crushed ice & garnish it with mint and strawberry. Top it off with milk. 
 
Niall Redmond- The Wright Venue, Swords, Co. Dublin  
Cocktail Name: Crimson Typhoon (long drink)  
Ingredients & method: 10cl Orange juice, 10cl Pineapple juice, 10cl Tropical juice , 7.5cl Fizzy Pomegranate juice, 8.5cl Monin Grenadine, Red 
grapefruit garnish. Shake juices and pour into glass with ice. Add pomegranate juice and grenadine. 
 
Lewis Rundle – DIT, Bar Management Studies, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Twist & Shout (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 1cl Monin Grenadine, 7cl Orange Juice, 7cl Apple Juice, 3.5cl Fresh Lime Juice, Topped up with Soda Water. Build on Ice 
Garnished  with 2 wedges of Lime. 
 
Dylan Slattery  - DIT, Bar Management Studies, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail name : Cast Away  (long drink)  
Ingredients & method: 3cl Monin strawberry puree ,25cl pineapple juice, half squeezed lime , 0.75cl Monin grenadine, 1/3 muddled kiwi , served 
over ice, shaken into a chilled hurricane glass . garnish with a slice of pineapple with 2 pineapple leaves and half a strawberry skewered through the 
centre  
 
Miles Taylor – DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship 
Cocktail name: Acid Drop 
Ingredients & Method: 3cl Monin Peach, 3cl Monin Sweet & Sour, Mint leaves, Lime wedges, Lilt 
Muddle everything but the lilt together in a shaker. Fill glass with Ice, crushed ice & mint leaves. Top off with Lilt. 
 
Darren Watson – P. Macs, Lower Stephen Street, Dublin 2 
Cocktail name: Easy as Pie (after dinner) 
Ingredients & method: Half rim a Double Martini glass with crushed biscuit and drizzle with Honey, pour 11cl Cloudy apple juice and 1cl Monin 
Caramel, along with 2 dashes of Cinnamon into a Boston Shaker, Dry Shake well, Pour easy over the Honey, allowing for the foam. Dash Cinnamon 
to garnish and serve alongside a scoop of ice cream w/ biscuit and honey like an Apple Pie in a Glass. 
 
Abudulahi Mustapha - DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship 
Cocktail name – The Ana Cristina (long drink) 
Ingredients & method -  7.5cl Orange juice, 3cl Lime juice, Monin sugar syrup, top it off with 7up and a lime wedge for garnish. Pour the juices and 
syrup into the shaker with ice. Shake thoroughly, pour into highball glass with crushed ice and top it off with 7up. 
 
Sarah McAlister- Culinary Entrepreneurship CBS, Dublin.  
Cocktail name: Peach Passion (long drink) 
Ingredients and Method: 3cl Monin peach syrup, 3cl Monin strawberry syrup, 3cl Monin passion fruit purée, 3cl orange juice, topped with 7up. 
Shake the peach, strawberry, passion fruit and orange juice. Fill glass with crushed ice, pour and top with 7up. 
 
Ciara Chambers- DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship 
Cocktail name: Triple Chocolate Delight (after dinner) 
Ingredients and method: 30cl fresh cream, 6cl milk, 3cl Monin chocolate syrup, coco powder. Shake the cream, milk, syrup and coco powder. Pour 
into a glass and serve with fresh whipped cream and chocolate. 
End of recipes – We hope that you enjoy making these cocktails with friends and family. The above recipes were also circulated to all the major 
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2014: Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd returned to hold their third cocktail competition with the college under the title ‘DIT 1st 
Mixer Open Cocktail Competition’ which was organised by the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, Training Bar, Cathal 
Brugha Street, Dublin 1 and held in the Parnell Heritage Pub & Grill, Parnell St, Dublin 1 (This was the second year that the college 
had gone external with one of it’s cocktail competitions and it was a great success with a live audience in this popular heritage bar 
(run by the Louis Fitzgerald Pub Group in Dublin’s city centre). Major thanks were offered to Conor McCrohan (Marketing 
Executive), John Dillon (Sales Director) and Patrick Rigney (Managing Director) all of Dalcassian Wines & Spirits) for their kind 
sponsorship. The overall winner was Ewelina Cygarowska (Lemongrass Restaurant, Citywest Hotel, Saggart, Co. Dublin), 2nd place 
was Trudy Matthews (Harrys on the Green Bar, South King St, Dublin 2) and 3rd place was Dylan Grouse (Red Cow Moran Hotel, 
Dublin) all three winners were BSc Bar Management students of DIT. Smaller prizes were also awarded for best and most 
interactive flairtending demonstrations. Mixer (is a premium brand of fruit purees used in cocktails). 
 
Press Release 
                                                ‘Ewelina is Crowned Cocktail Champion’  
Ewelina Cygarowska of Lemongrass Restaurant, Citywest Hotel, Saggart, Co. Dublin was crowned cocktail champion at the 
recent  ‘Mixer OPEN Cocktail Competition’ which took place recently at the Parnell Heritage Pub & Grill, Parnell Street, Dublin 1.  
This initiative between the DIT Bar Management Studies and Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd attracted a large entry.  Prizes were 
awarded for the top three cocktails and points were awarded for the appearance, aroma, taste and the commercial appeal of 
the cocktails.  Special certificates were presented to all the finalists and additional prizes were awarded for the best flairtending 
bartending shows on the evening by Mr. Conor McCrohan (Marketing Executive Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd).  Mr. James 
Murphy (Competition Co-ordinator & DIT Lecturer, Bar Management Studies, College of Arts & Tourism) congratulated the 
winners reminding competitors, sponsors and supporters of the DIT Bar Management Studies of their commitment to providing 
on-going challenging and innovative bar management and cocktail making programmes. The tasting panel of judges Alan Glynn 
(No. 37 Bar, Dawson Street), Rafael Agapito (House,  Dublin) and Robert Boland (Dalcassian Spirits & Wines Ltd) all expressed 
their delight at the huge interest, creative approaches and professional demonstrations of all the participants of the Mixer OPEN 
Cocktail Competition. The winners were as follows; 
Overall Winner:  ‘ Basil Kick’ 
Prepared by:  Ewelina Cygarowska, Lemongrass Restaurant, Citywest Hotel, Saggart, Co. Dublin. & BSc (Hons) Degree Student - 
DIT, Bar Management Studies Progamme. 
Recipe:  7cl  Iganoff Vodka, 3.5cl Mixer Strawberry Puree, 2.5cl Lemon juice, 1.5cl Sugar Syrup, 5 basil leaves.    
Method:  Shake all the ingredients above with ice and strain into a chilled double martini. Garnish:  Strawberry slice.   
2nd Place   ‘Juan Drink’ 
Prepared by: Trudy Matthews, Harrys on the Green Bar, South King Street, Dublin 2 
Recipe: 3.5cl Tres Sombreros Tequila,  0.5cl BV Land Creme de Menthe (green mint liqueur), 3cl Mixer Passion fruit puree, 3cl  
Mixer Sweet and sour puree.   
Method: Shake all ingredients with ice and strain into a glass jar, add some cubed and crushed ice.  Garnish: Mint  sprig and 
passion fruit coin, add short straws.  
3rd Place    ‘Tres Amigos’ 
Prepared by: Dylan Grouse, Red Cow Moran Hotel, Dublin.  
Recipe:   3.5cl  Tres Sombreros Tequila,  2cl  Mixer Sweet and Sour, 2cl Mixer Passion fruit puree. 
Method: Shake all the above ingredients with ice and strain into a standard chilled martini glass.  Garnish:  full lemon spiral.  
Best Flairtending show award: Andrew Kennedy, Bistro 53, Maynooth, Kildare. 
Best Flairtending interactive demonstration:  Ciaran Phelan, Phelan’s Licensed Grocers, Rathdrum, Co. Wicklow. 
                    
                                  
Left to Right: James Murphy (DIT Lecturer & Competition Co-ordinator), Ewelina Cygarowska (Overall Winner, Lemongrass Restaurant, Citywest 
Hotel, Co. Dublin), Conor McCrohan (Marketing Executive, Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd). 
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                                                    ’Mixer’ OPEN Cocktail Challenge 2014 
 Monday 31st March 2014  (6.00 - 8.30 PM, The Parnell Heritage Pub & Grill, 72-74 Parnell Street, Dublin, 1.                                     
Rules in Brief – please carefully consider all these rules in relation to your recipe 
1. This competition shall be titled the ‘Mixer’ OPEN Cocktail Challenge 2014’.  This competition is open to all bartenders and hospitality staff 
(no prior experience is required).   
2. All competitors entering this competition will be awarded a special certificate of participation.    
3. This cocktail challenge is open and competitors may enter one cocktail, which may be long drink or short drink (no hot drinks allowed).  
Only one entry per competitor is allowed. Special Rusty Dogg (glass jars) will be available to serve with cocktails, if you decide to use 
other glasses you must provide the glasses (no other trade glasses allowed)   
4. All entrants must be over 18 years of age.  
5. The competition is run under the auspices of the organising committee, which consists of James Murphy (Lecturer DIT) and Conor Mc 
Crohan (Marketing Executive, Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd). 
6. The maximum number of ingredients in your ‘Mixer’ cocktail shall be 6 – including drops and dashes. You may decide that you only want 
to use less than 6 well that’s fine, no problem.  
7. ’Mixer’  purees must be used as the base spirit of your cocktail recipe, Dalcassian portfolio of products (liqueurs, fresh fruit purees, 
spirits) will be also supplied for use free of charge, these premium products must be used whenever a certain liqueur, puree or distilled 
spirit flavour is required in your recipe, competitors are not allowed to use any product flavour outside the Dalcassian products 
portfolio (except juices, soft drinks and garnishes) and the total alcoholic content of your cocktail should not exceed 7cl of spirit and 
liqueur per cocktail. (See separate listing for Dalcassian Products Portfolio 2014) 
8. The use of spirit measures is permitted, as is free pouring. Recipes must be expressed in centilitres (cls) on the cocktail entry form (for 
example 3.5cl  - Rusty Dogg Spiced Rum). 
9. Some glassware will be provided by DIT and Dalcassian for your cocktail , however competitors can bring their own glassware (on 
condition that the glasses do not advertise brand products not supplied by Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd).  
10. Each competitor can provide their own cocktail equipment.   
11. All cocktails may be stirred, shaken, muddled, blended, built or a combination of methods. 
12. Homemade or self-mixed ingredients shall be allowed (these mixtures must be available for inspection by the judging panel prior to the 
start of the competition .  
13. Fresh juices, egg white, mixers, bitters, syrups and carbonated drinks, dairy products (milk, yoghurt, cream and ice cream) are allowed. To 
be provided by the competitor. 
14. The organising committee must approve any questionable ingredient in advance (remember the official products listed above under rule 
7 permitted for use in this competition) . 
15. Garnishes and decorations shall consist of edible fruits or vegetables only (only exceptions allowed are straws, oars and cocktail sticks). 
To be provided by the competitor. 
16. Competitors can present themselves in their workplace uniform or smart dress code (clean shirt, trousers or shirt, shoes). Casual dress 
code is not permitted. 
17. This competition will be presented in two rounds; in round one all competitors will prepare 2 portions of their cocktail. The top three 
competitors will qualify to compete in the final shake off. All points accrued in the first round will be carried through to the final where 
competitors will prepare 3 portions of their cocktail. In the event of a tie, the points awarded for taste and commerciality will decide 
whom the winners will be.         
18. Competitors will be awarded points for classic technical efficiency and hygiene, plus appearance, aroma, taste and the commercial 
appeal of their ‘Mixer’ cocktail. 
19. All competitors must clear and clean before departing their preparation areas and / or the competition area, competitors are also 
reminded that they are representing their workplaces and or colleges and should treat the organising venue, the sponsoring company 
and each other with respect and professionalism at all times before, during and after this cocktail challenge.  
20. All decisions of the organising committee pertaining to the rules shall be final and no discussion will be entered into. 
We really look forward to meeting you at the ‘Mixer’ OPEN Cocktail Challenge 2014 and of course welcoming you to the Parnell Heritage Bar & 
Grill, 72-74 Parnell Street, Dublin 1, so come down and meet all your cocktail making colleagues.  
 
Please see below the list of Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd premium brands which may be used in the 
upcoming Easter cocktail challenge (free of charge).  www.dalcassianwines.com     
The Main Premium ‘Purees’ available for use in your cocktail 
100% fresh fruit puree mixes to be used in the your cocktail, the flavours are as follows; 
Mixer  -  Strawberry Puree Mix 
Mixer  -  Passion Fruit Puree Mix 
Mixer  -  Coconut Puree Mix 
Mixer   -  Peach Puree Mix 
Mixer  -  Raspberry Puree Mix 
Mixer  -  Prickly Pear Puree Mix 
Mixer  -  Green Apple Puree Mix 
Mixer  -  Mango Puree Mix 
Mixer   – Lychee Puree Mix 
Mixer  – Watermelon Puree Mix 
Mixer  – Pineapple Puree Mix 
Note: you must use at least one of the Mixer premium purees listed above in your cocktail or else your 
cocktail will be not allowed to enter the competition.  
The Main Premium ‘Syrups’ available for use in your cocktail 
Mixer  –  Elderflower syrup 
Mixer  -  Chocolate syrup 
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Mixer – Ginger syrup 
Mixer – Vanilla syrup 
Mixer – Caramel syrup 
The Main ‘Premium Distilled Spirits’ available for use in your cocktail 
Rusty Dogg    (Spiced Rum)  
Rusty Dogg  Blanco   (White Rum) 
Iganoff     (Vodka) 
Tres Sombreros   (Tequila)     
Schwartzhog  (Herbal / Bitters)  
Note: please remember that the spirits listed above are the only permitted spirits allowed in your 
cocktail for use in this cocktail challenge, if you decide to use another spirit outside the recommended 
list  you will be eliminated from the challenge. 
The Main ‘Premium Liqueurs’ available for use in your cocktail 
BV  Land    Creme de Café             (coffee flavour) 
BV  Land    Creme de Cassis          (blackcurrant flavour) 
BV  Land    Creme du Banana        (banana flavour)  
BV  Land    Almond                         (amaretto , almond flavour) 
BV  Land    Blackberry                   (blackberry flavour) 
BV  Land    Kiwi                             (kiwi flavour)  
BV  Land    Creme de Cacao           (chocolate flavour)  
BV  Land    Creme de Menthe         (mint flavour)  
BV  Land    Melon                            (melon flavour)  
BV  Land    Cranberry                      (cranberry flavour)   
BV  Land    Fraise de Bois                (strawberry flavour) 
BV  Land    Blue Curacao                 (orange flavour) 
BV  Land    Apricot Brandy              (apricot flavour) 
BV  Land    Peach Schnapps            (peach flavour)  
BV  Land    Butterscotch Schnapps (butterscotch & caramel flavour)  
BV  Land   Triple Sec                        (citrus orange flavour) 
BV  Land   Grenadine Syrup            (non-alcohol syrup) 
Note: Any liqueurs used in your cocktail will be selected from the above list only, liqueurs, spirits and 
flavours not found on this list will not be allowed to be used in this competition. Please carefully 
consider the excellent range of liqueurs, spirits, puree and syrups available to you from this listing.    
Competitor to provide 
All competitors entering the Mixer Easter Cocktail Challenge must provide their own juices, 
lemonades, fruits, which can be used in their cocktails.  Competitors may use fresh ingredients in their 
cocktails for example (fruits, crushed ice drinks, ice cream, blended sorbets with fresh fruits) different 
combinations and preparation methods will help you to create new and innovative drinks. 
We really look forward to meeting you at the Mixer Easter Cocktail Challenge 2015 and of course 
welcoming you to the Parnell Heritage Pub & Grill, Parnell Street, Dublin 1, so come down and meet all 
your cocktail making colleagues.  
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2015: 3rd DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge (sponsored by Foodservices.ie – distributors of Monin, the French premium syrups 
manufacturers) is held in the Training Bar of the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT Cathal Brugha St, Dublin 1 
attracting over 60 mixologists. .  Prizes were awarded for the top non-alcohol cocktails presented and best technical performance 
Thanks were offered again to the competition sponsors Richard Iveson (Food Solutions - Monin Brand Manager).  The overall 
winner and 1st place was presented with the College Cocktail Cup was Daniel Tinsley (Fallons Gastro Pub, Naas Rd, Kilcullen & CPD 
Bar Studies Student, DIT), 2nd Place was Jack Connery (Leonards Corner Café Bar, SCR, Dublin & BSc Bar Management student)  
and 3rd place was Glen Higgins (Four Seasons Restaurant, Top Sqaure, Portlaois, Co. Laois & BSc Bar Management Student). The 
Best Technique award was given to  Miyyoung Yun, The Shakepeare Pub / Kimchi Restaurant, Parnell St, Dublin.  
 https://www.dit.ie/update/07-12-15/barstudiesstudentshakesupastormtobecomecocktailchampion/ Update releases 3rd DIT 
Monin Cocktail Competition results.  
 
   Press Release 
                                  ‘Daniel shakes up a storm to become cocktail champion’  
The 3rd DIT  Monin Cocktail Challenge took place on Thursday November 19th 2015, this initiative between the DIT Bar 
Management Studies and Monin attracted 60 mixologists.  Prizes were awarded for the top non-alcohol cocktails 
presented and best technical performance. All cocktails were based on Monin premium syrups and purees, points 
were awarded for the appearance, aroma, taste and the commercial appeal of the cocktails. Mr. James Murphy 
(Competition Co-ordinator, DIT Lecturer, Bar Management Studies, College of Arts & Tourism) congratulated the 
winners reminding competitors, sponsors and supporters of the DIT Bar Management Studies commitment to 
providing on-going  challenging and innovative bar management and cocktail making programmes, Mr.Mike O’Connor 
(DIT Assistant Head of School Culinary Arts & Food Technology) offered sincere thanks to both Mr. Richard Iveson 
(Monin Ireland Brand Manager) and to expert judges Gintare Pertruaskaite (House, Leeson Street), Catherine Griffith 
(Irish Guild of Sommeliers) and Darragh Egan (General Manager, The Front Door, Dame St,) and James Sheridan  
(School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology), Tom O’Donoghue (Monin Brand Ambassador) .  The 3rd DIT Monin 
cocktail challenge winners were as follows; 
1st  place:  Overall winner       ‘MINT TEA MISCHIEF’ 
Prepared by:  Daniel Tinsley – Fallons Gastro Pub, Naas Road, Killcullen.  
Ingredients and method: 1cl Monin pur cucre de canne, 1.5cl Monin Lemongrass, 12.4cl Twinings strawberry and 
raspberry herbal tea, 5-7 mint leaves. Shake all ingredients with ice and strain into an ice-filled jar glass, garnish with 
sprig of mint, strawberry and short straws.  
 
 
2nd place:        ‘THE COFFEE CORNER’ 
Prepared by:  Jack Connery – Leonards Corner Café Bar, South Circular Road, Dublin. 
Ingredients and method: 3.5cl Monin Hazelnut. 7.1cl Espresso Coffee, 2.5cl double cream. Shake all ingredients with ice (except 
cream), strain into 24cl stemmed glass, float the double cream on top. Garnish with mint leaf and a Ferraro Rocher chocolate. 
3rd place:          ‘ THE GLEN COCO’    
Prepared by:  Glen Higgins – The Four Seasons Restaurant, Top Square, Portlaoise, Co. Laois 
Ingredients and method: 2cl Monin Passion fruit, 2cl Monin Coconut, 6cl Chocolate milk, 3cl skimmed milk. Shake all ingredients 
with ice and strain into a chilled (coconut rimmed) double martini glass. Garnish with cookie straw.   
Ms. Miyoung Yun, The Shakepeare Pub/Kimchi Restaurant, Parnell St, Dublin won the Best Technical performance award.    
 
 
                                 
(L-R) James Murphy (Competition Co-ordinator, Lecturer DIT), Richard Iveson (Monin Brand Manager - sponsors), winners Jack Connery, Daniel 
Tinsley, Glen Higgins and Mike O’Connor (Assistant Head of School Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT). 
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3rd DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge  - Competition Recipes 
Venue:  DIT, Training Bar Room M107, Cathal Brugha Street, Dublin 1. 
Alcohol free mixed drinks and cocktails are sometimes the forgotten jewel in the drinks offering for most establishments or cocktail parties. These 
cocktails can be reasonably priced, widely available, delicious and exotic for the consumer. The information and recipes below from students of the 
DIT, School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology the will give you many choices to treat everyone, prepare them for your guests, enjoy them with 
your friends, family and your children, with these recipes it’s doesn’t matter if you are driving or if you simply do not like alcohol because you can 
enjoy these great cocktails, which utilise the best juices, syrups, lemonades, fruits and dairy produce.    
New alcohol free recipes – Please type your recipe below 
Daniel Tinsley:  Fallons Gastro Pub, Naas Road, Kilcullen. [2015 – DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge  - Overall winning cocktail].    Cocktail name: Mint 
Tea Mistefe   (long drink)  
Ingredients: Small bunch fresh mint, 12.4cl strawberry and raspberry tea,  1.5cl Monin Lemon grass syrup, 1cl Monin Sugar syrup. Shake with ice 
and strain into jar glass, garnish with short straws, strawberry and mint leaf.   
 
Jack Connery: Leonards Corner Café Bar, South Circular Road, Dublin [2015 – DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge  - 2nd place].  Cocktail name: The 
Coffee Corner  (after dinner) 
Ingredients and method: 3.5cl Monin Hazelnut. 7.1cl Espresso Coffee, 2.5cl double cream. Shake all ingredients with ice (except cream), strain into 
24cl stemmed glass, float the double cream on top. Garnish with mint leaf and a Ferraro Rocher chocolate. 
 
Glen Higgins: The Four Seasons Restaurant, Top Square, Portlaoise, Co. Laois. [2015 – DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge  - 3rd place].   Cocktail name: 
The Glen Coco  (after dinner) 
Ingredients and method: 2cl Monin Passion fruit, 2cl Monin Coconut, 6cl Chocolate milk, 3cl skimmed milk. Shake all ingredients with ice and strain 
into a chilled (coconut rimmed) double martini glass. Garnish with cookie straw.   
 
Miyoung Yun: The Shakespeare Pub/Hophouse/Kimchi Restaurant, Parnell St, Dublin. [2015 – DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge  - Best Technical 
Performance award].    Cocktail name: Monin Style  (long drink) 
Ingredients and method: Pour 10.65cl Aloe vera juice, 1.88cl Monin Pomegranate syrup, 1.88cl Mandarine Monin syrup, 1.88cl fresh lemon juice, 
1cl egg white into the shaker with ice, shake and strain into chilled Martini glass, garnish with lemon wheel 
 
Emily Brady (Mayo): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: The Raspberelder   (long drink) 
Ingredients & method: 1. 75 ml of Monin Raspberry, 1.75 ml of Green Bottle Elderflower Cordial, 5 ml of Sparkling Water, a squeeze of lime juice. 
Shake ingredients with ice (except water), pour sparkling water into syrup mixture. Fill old fashioned glass with crushed ice and strain drink into the 
glass. Serve with two short straws, a wedge of lime and 2 raspberries on a cocktail stick.  
 
John Bungcayao (Dublin): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Me, You and Monin   (digestif) 
Ingredients & method: 1.5 cl of Monin Grenadine, 1.75 cl of Monin Lychee, 4 cl of bitter lemon sparkling water. Stir syrups and bitter lemon with 
ice. Fill highball glass with ice and pour the mixture into the glass. Serve with two short straws, a wedge of lemon and fresh cut fruit. 
 
Peter Egan (Longford): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS, Dublin 
Cocktail name: Lemon Sherbet Sour   (long drink) 
Ingredients & Method: Put 3.5 cl of fresh lemon juice and 1.5 cl of Monin sweet and sour, stir with ice in a mixing glass, add   two teaspoons of 
sugar, stir and strain into a long glass filled with ice which has been rimmed with sherbet and garnished with a piece of lemon.  Serve with lemon 
sherbet sweets. 
 
Hollie Colgan (Meath): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS, Dublin 
Cocktail name : Coconut Lavender Sensation   (long drink) 
Ingredients & Method : 5cl of muddled fresh lemon, 1.5cl of Monin pur sde canne, 2cl of Monin Lavender, 15cl Coconut water shake all ingredients 
(except Monin Lavender) with ice and strain into a mason jar with crushed ice, drizzle some Monin Lavender on top. Garnish with a thin wheel of 
lemon and two long straws. 
 
Anna Carroll (Leitrim): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS, Dublin 
Cocktail Name: The Fresh  (short drink)  
Ingredient & method: 3-4 sprigs of mint, 7cl of fresh lime juice, half a cucumber pureed, 3.5cl Monin Pear, crushed ice, garnished with a lime 
wedge, cucumber stick and a straw. Shake all ingredients with ice and pour un-strained into ice filled old fashioned glass.  
 
Caoimhe Davey  (Dublin): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS, Dublin 
Cocktail name : A Christmas Carol    (after dinner) 
Ingredients & Method: 14cl Whipped cream, 3.5cl Monin Chocolate, tea spoon of mixed spice, 3.5cl maple syrup, Teaspoon of Cinnamon.  Shake 
with ice and strain into a brandy glass dipped (froth) in mixed spice, garnish with a cinnamon stick. 
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Jamie Fennell (Dublin): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail Name: Tropical Sunrise   (short drink) 
Ingredients and Method: 7cl pineapple juice, 3.5cl Monin Coconut, 3.5cl Bitter lemon juice. Shake with ice (except bitter lemon) and strain into 
chilled martini glass (rimmed with coconut), top with bitter lemon and garnish with lemon wedge. 
 
Saifa Kajani (Dublin): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail Name: Frappetail    (after dinner)   
Ingredients and method:  3.5cl Monin chocolate, 3.5cl Monin Hazelnut, 20cl of milk. Shake with ice and strain into brandy glass, add crushed ice, 
garnish with coffee chocolate stick,  cream and golden candy. 
 
Adam Breen (Kildare): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail Name: The American Childhood  (long drink) 
Ingredients and method: 3.5cl Monin Bubble gum, 1.75cl Monin Guava, 0.8 Monin Sugar syrup, 1 tea spoon Monin Grenadine, Blend all ingredients 
(except grenadine) with ice and pour into a sling glass, top with sparkling water, add straws and a bubble gum ball. 
 
 Jack Higgins (Dublin): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail Name: Lexie     
Ingredients and method: half cup of hot water infused with fresh mint, 3.5cl Monin Menthe Verte,  2cl Monin Strawberry, 1 tablespoon Monin 
sugar syrup, 100g fresh strawberries,  half lime juice, ice, all blended together with ice, pour into tall glass garnish with strawberry.  
 
Donal Feely (Leitrim): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail Name: Taste of Espana  (long drink) 
Ingredients and method: 7cl of the iced tea infused with lemon, orange, sugar and fresh orange juice, 2cl of Monin Lemongrass. Stir with ice and 
strain into a serving glass jar, add 3.5cl of carbonated water. Garnished with orange and lemon.  
 
Alice Mahon  (Wexford): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail Name: The Berry Bakewell   (after dinner) 
Ingredients and method: 4.0cl Monin Raspberry Puree, 3.5cl of Monin Almond, 3.5cl Fresh cream, 1.75cl of Monin vanilla. Shake Raspberry puree 
with almond syrup and ice. Pour into chilled martini glass. Mix cream and vanilla together and pour gently into glass on top of raspberry. Garnish 
with a fresh raspberry and mint. 
 
Ryan O’Flynn (Kildare): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail Name: The Mounted Shogun   (long drink) 
Ingredients & Method: 3cl Maple Syrup, 3CL Monin Lemongrass, Shaken & poured over ice into a whiskey glass. Rim glass with lime, squeeze a 
wedge of lime juice in, top up with Ginger Ale and stir gently. Add slice of lime as garnish.  
  
Sarah Fox (Dublin): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail Name: Cosy Cuppa  (after dinner) 
Ingredients and method: Shot of espresso coffee ,7cl milk ,2.5cl cream , 1.75cl Monin  roasted  hazelnut syrup, 1.75cl Monin chocolate syrup. Shake 
all ingredients with ice and strain into double martini glass frothed with biscuit brown sugar, sprinkle chocolate on top. 
  
Sinéad Ní Ghallachóir (Donegal): Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail Name: Na Caora Dearga  (Long drink) 
Ingredients and Method: 1cl Monin Raspberry Syrup, 1cl Monin Strawberry Syrup, 3.5cl lemon juice, Soda Water. Shake ingredients with ice 
(except water) and strain into old fashioned glass with crushed ice, top with soda water and garnish with lemon twist. 
 
Alexandros Murphy (Wicklow): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail Name: Cold Cuban  (after dinner) 
Ingredients and method: 2.5cl of milk, 5cl of cold brew coffee, 3.5cl Monin vanilla syrup, grated chocolate, whipped cream and coffee beans. Add 
ice to a daiquiri glass and the coffee, syrup and milk to boston shaker with ice. Shake till froth appears on metal part of shaker. Empty ice from 
serving glass and strain drink into glass. Add whipped cream to the centre, drop coffee beans onto chocolate cream and grate over the top. Serve.  
 
Alysia Siquioco (Wicklow): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail Name: Tropicalada  (short drink) 
Ingredients and Method: 4CL of Cranberry Juice, 3 tsp of Monin Coconut Puree,  2 tsp of Monin Passion Fruit Puree, 1 lime wedge, and 1 tsp of 
cinnamon sugar.  Shake with ice and strain into an ice filled old fashioned glass, Garnish it with lime on the side and cinnamon sugar. 
 
Michael Sherry (Dublin): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail Name: Mulled Monin  (short drink) 
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Ingredients and Method: 2.5cl of Ginger ale,  1cl of orange juice, 0.5 cl lemon juice, 0.5 cl Monin Lemongrass, 0.5cl Monin Blackberry. Stir with ice 
and strain into ice filled tall glass, garnish with cinnamon, lemon slice studded with clove.  
 
Liam Mitchell (Dublin): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail name : Virgin Liam  (pre dinner) 
Ingredients and method : 5cl of tomato juice, 3.5 monin cane sugar syrup, 4 cl lemon juice , Worchester sauce , salt , pepper, tobasco, celery , vine 
tomatoes.  Stir and transfer the liquids between two glasses a couple times. Strain into old fashioned (salted rimmed) glass with ice, stir using celery 
stick, garnish using the celery and vine tomatoes. Serve. 
 
Katie Lambe (Dublin): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail name: Blueberry Mojito  (long drink) 
Ingrediants and method: 5cl of lemon and lime sparkling water, 3.cl Blueberry Monin, 3.5cl Monin mint, fresh blueberries.  Stir and muddle with ice 
(except water) and strain into tall glass,  top sparkling water. Garnish with a slice and lime and blueberry’s.  
 
Joanne Jermyn (Dublin): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail name: Dark Magic   (long drink) 
Ingredients and method: Muddle 11 fresh blackberries, 5cl of pineapple juice, 3.5cl Monin Blackberry, 3.5cl Monin Sweet and Sour. Shake mixture 
with ice and strain into tall glass, Garnish with a fresh blackberries. 
 
Ciarán Walsh (Dublin): DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship Studies, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail name: Citrus stirred  (long drink) 
Ingredient’s and method: 10cl Canberry juice, 6cl 7-up, 1cl Monin strawberry puree. Stir and pour into tall glass with crushed ice, garnish with lime. 
 
Patrick Kelly (Meath): DIT, Bar Studies Entrepreneurship, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail Name: The Ginger Mojo  (long drink) 
Ingredients and Method: 7cl of 7-up, 7cl Ginger beer, 1 full lime, 1 teaspoon of sugar. Stir with ice and strain into old fashioned glass and garnish 
with lime and just add ice.   
 
Mairead Ní Dhochartaigh (Donegal): DIT, Bar Studies Entrepreneurship, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail name: An Thóin Dearg. 
Ingredients and Method: 7cl Pineapple juice, 3cl Monin Grenadine, blend ingredients with ice. Rimmed a glass with pink shimmer glitter sugar and 
poured the pink base into the glass. Poured 8cl Pineapple juice, 4cl banana juice and 2cl Monin mango syrup into a clean glass. Added ice, blended 
it and poured it in on top of the base. Garnished with a slice of Pineapple and served.  
 
Molly Franzoni (Dublin): DIT, Bar Studies Entrepreneurship, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail name: The Molly Malone.  (long drink) 
Ingredients and Method: 14cl Sprite , 1cl of Monin Grenadine, 2cl strawberry Monin , 1cl of Mint Monin. Stir with ice and strain into ice filled  
Monin long glass,  garnish with fresh strawberry . 
 
Kate Grimes (Dublin): DIT, Bar Studies Entrepreneurship, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail name : Rainbow Gum  (long drink) 
Ingredients and method : 7cl Cranberry juice , 6cl apple juice, 4cl banana juice, 2cl Bubblegum Monin. Shake with ice and strain into ice filled 
Monin long glass, garnish with a cherry. 
 
Graham O’Carroll: Langtons House Hotel, Kilkenny 
Cocktail Name: Graham’s Delight  (long drink) 
Ingredients and method: 10cl Orange Juice, 1.5cl Monin Passionfruit syrup, 1.5cl Monin Raspberry syru, blend with ice. Pour into monin glass and 
add crushed ice, garnish (lemon and lime). 
 
Adam Lennox (Dublin) : DIT, Bar Studies Entrepreneurship, CBS Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Coconut Lavender Legend  (long drink) 
Ingredients:  25cl coconut water .5cl Lemon Juice. 1.5cl Monin lavender syrup. Shake with ice and strain into old fashioned glass, add ice.  
 
Mark Carrigy: Palace Night Club, Navan, Co . Meath. 
Cocktail name: Minty Apple Delight  (long drink) 
Ingredients & Method: Pour 3.5cl Monin Vanilla syrup, 7.0cl Apple juice, shake with ice and pour into ice-filled tall glass top with soda water. 
 
Shane McFadden: Silver Tankard, Restaurant and Bar, Tankardstown, Navan. Co. Meath.  
Cocktail name: Ginger Supreme  (long drink) 
Ingredients & Method : 125ml Ginger ale, 1cl Monin Vanila, 1cl Fresh lime juice, stir with ice and add 1cl grenadine. 
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Chun Hong Tang (Dublin):  DIT, Bar Studies Entrepreneurship, CBS Dublin. 
Cocktail name: Monin Horlicks Delight   (after dinner) 
Ingredients & Method: 1.5 cl Monin vanilla syrup, 0.5 Monin caramel syrup, 3.5 cl Earl Grey tea, 7cl malt milk, 14cl milk. Shake with ice and strain 
into tall glass with ice.  
 
Richie Nolan (Dublin): DIT, Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail name: Go Slow   (long drink)  
Ingredients & method: 3.5cl apple juice, 3.5cl lemon juice, 3.5cl Monin Grenadine, 3.5cl Monin passion fruit syrup, 3.5cl cream. Shake with ice pour 
into long glass add crushed, garnish with lime wedge. 
 
Daragh McDonnell (Dublin): DIT Culinary Entrepreneurship, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail name: Summer Breeze  (long drink) 
Ingredient’s and method: 10cl coconut water, 2.5cl Monin lavender syrup, 2cl fresh squeezed lemon juice stirred together with ice, served in a 
tumbler with crushed ice. Garnish with lavender (when in season).  
 
Jordan Byrne: West County Hotel, Capelizod, Dublin 
Cocktail name: Go Down Easy (long drink) 
Ingredients and method: 1cl Monin passion fruit, 1ml freshly squeezed lime, 3cl  strawberry Monin, 17ml Fanta exotic. Stir together, add crushed 
ice, garnish with lemon and lime wedges. 
 
David Victory (Dublin): DIT Bar Studies Management and Entrepreneurship, CBS Dublin 
Cocktail name: Summer Dream  (short drink) 
Ingredients and method: 6cl coconut water, 2.5cl lemon juice, 1.5cl Monin lavender syrup, 2 teaspoons of sugar. Shake with ice and strain into ice 
filled old fashioned glass, garnish with sugar around half of the rim and a lavender leaf. 
 
Mark O Connell: The Copper Pot Still, Tullamore, Co. Offaly 
Cocktail name After dinner delight  (after dinner)  
Ingredients and method: 3.5cl Monin Chocolat & Mint, 20 cl Low fat milk. Shake with ice and strain into tall glass. 
 
Bradley Ellis (Kilkenny): Bar Management Studies, CBS 
Cocktail name: Indulge-a- licious   (after dinner) 
Ingredients & Method: 14cl Milk, 2 tablespoons Cocoa powder, 3.5cl Monin Caramel, 2.5 Monin Roasted Hazelnut. Stir with ice. Glass garnished 
with chocolate sauce, topped with whipped cream, chocolate dust &bits 
 
Saoirse Gibney (Galway): Bar Studies DT417 
Cocktail Name: The Refresher  (long drink) 
Ingredients & Method: 3.5cl Lime Juice, 2cl Monin Mint, 20cl Volvic Sparkling Water. Shake (except water) and strain into ice filled hurrricane glass, 
top with Volvic water.     
 
Steven Forde:  No. 37 Bar, Dawson Street, Dublin 
Cocktail name: 37 Smash  (long drink) 
Ingredients & Method:1.5cl Monin Pomegranate, 2cl lemon juice, Fresh mint leafs, 5cl apple juice, top with ginger ale served in a tall monin glass 
over ice,  garnish with mint sprigs. 
 
Ross Keane: Connollys ‘The Sheds’ Bar, Clontarf, Dublin 
Cocktail Name: Tropical Punch  (long drink) 
Ingredients: 3.5cl Orange Juice, 3.5cl Cranberry Juice, 3.5cl Pineapple Juice, 3.5cl Monin Passionfruit puree, 1.5cl Bitter Lemon. Shake with ice 
(except bitter lemon) and strain into highball glass, top with bitter lemon, garnish with fresh strawberry and lime. 
 
Brian Coyne (Kildare): Bar Studies  DT417P 
Cocktail name : The squiggles  (long drink) 
Ingredients : 1cl barley water 3.5 cl club orange sweet and sour monin 7cl soda water. Build over ice. 
 
Joe Bannigan: Xico Bar and Restaurant, Baggot St, Dublin 
Cocktail name : Day of the life  (short drink) 
Ingredients: Mint, Lime juice,10cl cranberry juice, 1.5cl Monin Raspberry puree. Shake with ice, strain into ice filled tall glass, garnish with mint. 
 
Tom O’Hora: Oscars’ Bar and Café, Christchurch, Smithfield, Dublin 
Cocktail name: Sheppard’s Delight  (long drink) 
Ingredients: 7cl Orange Juice, 3.5cl Cranberry Juice, 2.5cl Fresh cream, 3cl Monin Strawberry puree. Shaken and served in a martini class.   
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Liam O’Toole (Dublin): Bar Studies DT417 
Cocktail name: Bathbomb   (short drink) 
Ingredients: 7cl cranberry juice, 1 cl Monin menthe glacial, 1cl of Monin fraise, drops of lemon and lime and topped up with lilt.  Shake all 
ingredients (except lilt) strain into tall glass top with lilt. 
 
James Dowling (Dublin): Bar Management Studies 
Cocktail name: Green grace  (long drink) 
Ingredients and method: 3.5cl monin banana syrup, 3cl fresh lemon juice, 10cl Tymbark cactus juice, 5cl soda water. Add banna syrup, lemon and 
cactus juice to glass stir with ice, pour into tulip glass with crushed ice add soda water and garnish with lemon wheel. 
 
In Hyo park: The Shakespeare Pub/Hophouse/Kimchi Restaurant, Parnell St, Dublin. 
Cocktail name: First kiss  (long drink)  
Ingredients and method: 3.6cl Pomegranate flavoured vinegar, 1.2cl Monin strawberry syrup, 17.8cl lemon and lime flavoured  sparkle water. 
Shake with ice (except water) and pour into tall glass with ice, top with flavoured water, garnish slice lime and rice cake.  
End of recipes – We hope that you enjoy making these cocktails with friends and family. The above recipes were also circulated to all the major 





2015: Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd returned to hold their fourth cocktail competition with the college under the title ‘DIT Mixer 
Easter Open Cocktail Competition’ which was organised by the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, Training Bar, Cathal 
Brugha Street, Dublin 1 and held in the Parnell Heritage Pub & Grill, Parnell St, Dublin 1 (This was the third year that the college had 
gone external with one of it’s cocktail competitions and it was a great success with a live audience in this popular heritage bar (run 
by the Louis Fitzgerald Pub Group in Dublin’s city centre). Major thanks were offered to Conor Mc Crohan (Marketing Executive), 
John Dillon (Sales Director) and Patrick Rigney (Managing Director) all of Dalcassian Wines & Spirits) for their kind sponsorship. 
The overall winner was Dylan Slattery (The Church Café Bar & Restaurant, Dublin), 2nd place was Cian Wrynne (Lough Rynn, Castle 
Hotel, Co. Leitrim) and 3rd place was Alexander McLaughlin Callan (Copan Bar, Rathmines, Dublin) all three winners were BSc Bar 
Management students of DIT. Smaller prizes were also awarded for best technical bar show.  Mixer (is a premium brand of fruit 
purees used in cocktails). 
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Press Release 
                                            ‘Dylan’s the new wizard of cocktails’  
 
http://dit.ie/update/30-03-15/cocktailwizard/   Update (DIT magazine) report of the 2015 Mixer cocktail competition.  
 
Dylan Slattery of The Church Café Bar & Restaurant, Dublin was crowned cocktail champion at the recent  ‘Mixer Easter  Cocktail Competition’ 
which took place recently at the Parnell Heritage Pub & Grill, Parnell Street, Dublin 1.  This initiative between the DIT Bar Management Studies 
and Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd attracted a large entry.  Prizes were awarded for the top three cocktails and points were awarded for the 
appearance, aroma, taste and the commercial appeal of the cocktails.  Special certificates were presented to all the finalists and additional 
prizes were awarded for the best bartending show on the evening by Mr. Conor McCrohan (Marketing Executive Dalcassian Wines & Spirits Ltd).  
Mr. James Murphy (Competition Co-ordinator & DIT Lecturer, Bar Management Studies, College of Arts & Tourism) congratulated the winners 
reminding competitors, sponsors and supporters of the DIT Bar Management Studies of their commitment to providing on-going challenging 
and innovative bar management and cocktail making programmes. The tasting panel of judges Conor Myers (No. 37 Bar, Dawson Street), Will 
Lynch (Xico Bar, Baggot St, Dublin) and Keith Malone (Bad Bobs, Temple Bar, Dublin) all expressed their delight at the huge interest, creative 
approaches and professional demonstrations of all the participants of the Mixer OPEN Cocktail Competition. The winners were as follows; 
 
Overall Winner:  ‘ Mighty Wizard’ 
Prepared by:  Dylan Slattery, The Church Café Bar & Restaurant, Dublin. 
Recipe:  2cl  Rusty Dogg Blanco Rum, 2cl BV Land Cranberry liqueur, 1cl BV Land Banana liqueur, 1cl Mixer Lychee puree, 2cl lime juice, 8cl tonic 
water.  Method:  Shake all the ingredients above (except the tonic) with ice and strain into a large bowl shaped wine glass with crushed ice, top 
with tonic water. Garnish:  Fresh rosemary and cranberry.   
 
2nd Place   ‘Juan Drink’ 
Prepared by: Cian Wrynne, Lough Rynn Castle Hotel, Co. Leitrim.  
Recipe: 4cl. Iganoff Vodka, 7cl Apple juice, 2.5cl lime juice, 2.5cl Mixer Elderflower syrup. Shake all the ingredients with ice and strain into a 
chilled double martini glass. Garnish: Lime twist and apple peel.   
 
3rd Place    ‘Cupid’s  Kiss’ 
Prepared by: Alexander McLaughlin Callan, Copan Bar, Rathmines, Dublin.   
Recipe:   2cl BV Land Peach liqueur, 2cl Black Dogg Blanco rum, 1.5cl Mixer Elderflower syrup, 1.5cl Mixer Strawberry puree, 8cl Soda water. 
Shake all ingredients (except the soda) with ice and strain into a small glass bottle. Top with soda and stir. Garnish with straws and serve on a 
side plate with bed of rose petals.  
 
Best Technical Bar Show award: Ciaran Phelan, Phelan’s Licensed Grocers, Rathdrum, Co. Wicklow. 
 
                                                 
L-R (back row): Keith Malone, Conor Myers and Will Lynch (Special competition judges).  
L-R (front row): James Murphy (DIT Lecturer & Competition Co-ordinator), Dylan Slattery (winner), Conor McCrohan (Marketing Executive, 
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2015:  Irish Pubs Global-IPG (the non-for-profit organisation) which connects Irish pubs all around the world together, requested 
the school again to organise a cocktail competition for their IPG Convention to be held in the Dublin Convention Centre. The 
cocktail organised by the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT was sponsored by Dalcassian Spirits & Wines Ltd) and First 
Ireland Spirits Ltd all entrants used Dubliner Liqueur Whiskey as the base to all cocktails. The overall winner was Michael Woods 
(St Judes GAA Club, Dublin), 2nd place was James Halligan (Forty-one Cocktail Bar & Nightclub, Navan, Co. Meath) and 3rd place was 
Oisin Kelly (Toner’s Bar, Lower Baggot St, Dublin). Thanks were offered to Lisa Doyle (Brand Manager, Dalcassian Spirits & Wines 
Ltd) and Enda O’Coneen (Honorary President, IPG).    
 
Press Release            
                              ‘DIT Students showcase their skills at the Irish Pubs Global Cocktail Challenge’  
 Irish Pubs Global is spearheaded by Irish entrepreneur Enda O’Coineen it is the global network linking the owners and managers of more than 
6,500 Irish Pubs. The 2015 conference theme was ‘Together is better’ a truly unique event which was held over three days at the Dublin 
Convention Centre , open to all working in (and supplying to) the Irish hospitality sector both locally and internationally. For generations, the 
Irish pub has been the unofficial embassy for ‘Ireland Inc’, a special feature of this year’s  Irish Pubs Global Gathering Event was the cocktail 
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challenge sponsored by Dubliner liqueur whiskey, this initiative between the DIT Bar and Beverage  Management Studies, Irish Pubs Global and 
Dalcassian Spirits and Wines Ltd brought together DIT students in a unique cocktail challenge for all the delegates from over 22 countries. Prizes 
were awarded for three best original cocktail recipes based on Dubliner liqueur whiskey by Lisa Doyle (Brand Manager, Dalcassian Spirits & 
Wines Ltd) and Johnny Harte (Managing Director, First Ireland Spirits).  Mr. James Murphy (Competition Co-ordinator, DIT Lecturer, Bar and 
Beverage Management Studies, College of Arts & Tourism) congratulated all the DIT students reminding the delegates and exhibitors of the DIT 
College of Arts & Tourism commitment to providing on-going  challenging and innovative bar and beverage management programmes. The Irish 
Pubs Global Cocktail Challenge winning recipes created by the DIT students were as follows; 
 
‘West Dubliner’ 
Prepared by:  Michael Woods (St. Judes GAA Club, Dublin)    [1st Place] 
Recipe: Muddle 2 wedges of lime with 3-4 mint leaves, add  4.5 cl Dubliner liqueur whiskey,  10cl of ginger ale,  2 dashes of angostura bitters. 
Stir the contents softly and garnish with a lime wedge, crushed ice and 2 short straws 
 
‘Arrre…Bless’    [2ndt Place] 
Prepared by:  James Halligan (Forty-one cocktail bar and nightclub, Navan, Co. Meath)  
Recipe:   3 cl Dubliner liqueur whiskey, 2cl Galliano liqueur, 2.5cl lemon juice, 6cl cold bitter tea. Method: Shake all the ingredients with ice and 
strain into a chilled double cocktail glass. Garnish: lemon rose and Dubliner tea bag string.  
 
‘Morning Joyce’     [3rd Place] 
Prepared by: Oisin Kelly  (Toners Bar, Lower Baggot Street, Dublin 2) 
Recipe: 4cl Dubliner liqueur whiskey, 2cl Monin Vanilla syrup, hot coffee, fresh cream. Method: Build all ingredients into a heat resistant glass 
(except the cream), stir well, float cream (lightly whipped).   Garnish: sprinkle chopped honeycomb chocolate on top 
  
2015 IPG Cocktail Competition(Front Row: L-R: James Halligan (2nd), Johnny Harte (Managing Director First Ireland Spirits), Michael Woods 
(Winner),  Oisin Kelly (3rd), James Murphy (Competition Co-ordinator). 
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2016:  Nespresso Coffee approach the school to hold the 1st Nespresso Cocktail Competition (this approach is brought about by 
Robert Boland (Past Graduate BSc Bar Management). The competition which is organised by the School of Culinary Arts & Food 
Technology, DIT and is held externally in Café en Seine Bar, Dawson Street, Dublin. The overall winner is Ciaran Murphy (No. 37 
Bar, Dawson St, Dublin 2), 2nd place was Tom O’Hora (Octagon Bar, The Clarence Hotel, Dublin & BSc Bar Management student) 
and 3rd place was Dylan Slattery (Angelina’s, Baggot St, Dublin). Thanks were offered to Robert Boland (Nespresso Business 
Solutions) competition sponsors.  Special Nespresso Certificates were also presented to all competition entrants.    
   
Press Release 
                                         ‘Nespresso crowns it’s first Coffee Cocktail Champion’  
 
Ciaran Murphy of No. 37 Dawson Street, Dublin was crowned cocktail champion at the recent  ‘1st Nespresso OPEN Cocktail Competition’ which 
took place recently at Café en Seine, Dawson Street, Dublin.  This initiative developed by Nespresso and DIT Bar Management Studies attracted 
a large entry.  Nespresso coffee machines were awarded to the top three finalists with the overall winner receiving a special trip to the K Club, 
special certificates were also presented to all the entrants by Mr. Robert Boland (Account Manager, Nespresso Ireland).  Mr. James Murphy 
(Competition Co-ordinator & DIT Lecturer, Bar Management Studies, College of Arts & Tourism) congratulated the winners and all entrants 
reminding competitors, sponsors and supporters of the DIT Bar Management Studies of their commitment to providing on-going challenging 
and innovative bar management and cocktail making programmes.  
The tasting panel of judges Ian Alvey (BodyTonic Pub Group Ltd), Daniel McCormack (General Manager, Merrion Inn), Gordon Thompson (Sales 
Manager Nespresso Ireland), Louise O’Brien (Marketing Executive Nespresso Ireland) and Robert Boland (Account Manager Nespresso Ireland) 
all expressed their delight at the huge interest, creative approaches and professional demonstrations of all the entrants of the 1st Nespresso 
OPEN Cocktail Competition. The winners were as follows; 
Overall Winner:  ‘ Eggsuberent Alexander’ 
Prepared by:  Ciaran Murphy, No. 37 Dawson Street, Dublin. 
Ingredients:  5cl Nespresso Coffee, 5cl Guinness Stout, 3.5c l Martell Cognac, 2cl Monin White Chocolate liqueur, 2cl Monin Blackberry Syrup.  
Method:  Shake all the ingredients above with ice, strain and serve with straws inside a small chocolate Easter Egg on a small steel ice filled 
bucket.   
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2nd Place   ‘The Wake Up Call’ 
Prepared by: Tom O’Hora, Octagon Bar, The Clarence Hotel, Temple Bar, Dublin.   
Ingredients: 4.5cl Nespresso Coffee, 1cl Monin Morelo Cherry Syrup, 1cl Monin White Chocolate liqueur, 3.5cl Baileys Liqueur, 1.5cl cream. 
Method: Shake all the ingredients above with ice and strain into a chilled double martini glass, garnish with chocolate straws and chocolate 
sprinkles.    
3rd Place    ‘Nepperatife’ 
Prepared by: Dylan Slattery, Angelina’s, Baggot Street, Dublin.   
Ingredients: 4.5cl Nespresso Coffee, 1.5cl Monin Tonka Bean, 2cl Monin Vanilla Liqueur, 2cl Angostura bitters, pinch sea salt. Method: Shake all 
the ingredients with ice and  strain into a small wine glass, garnish with a dash of Angostura.   
Above: 1st Nespresso OPEN Cocktail Competition 2016 - OVERALL SCORE SHEET 
                                                         
 (Left Photo L-R: Tom O’Hora, Octagon Bar, Clarence Hotel, Dublin; Dylan Slattery, Angelina’s, Baggot St, Dublin; Ciaran Murphy, No 37 Bar, 
Dawson St, Dublin; Alan Cavanagh, Luna,  Drury St, Dublin).                           
No Competitor BartenderTechniqu
e 
   Score 
Coffee 
Cocktail  
  Score 
Semi-Final          
    Score 
      Final Score 
(Semi & Final scores) 
      
1 Joe Brannigan 9 35 44  
2 Mairead Doherty - - DNS  
3 Bradley Ellis 9 27 36  
4 Molly Franzoni 9 31 40  
5 Patrick Kelly 9 30 39  
6 Oisin Kelly 10 34 44  
7 Stephen Barrett - - DNS  
8 Megan Byrne 7 31 38  
9 Saoirse Gibney 6 23 29  
10 Alan Cavanagh 10 37 47 47 + 108 = 155      Finalist 
11 Angelika Glapska 9 32 41  
12 Shane McFadden 9 32 41  
13 Chun Hong Tang (Andrew) 10 30 40  
14 Ciaran Gray 8 33 41  
15 Daire Moore 8 34 42  
16 David Victory 8 32 42  
17 Graham Kilkenny O’Carroll 7 35 42  
18 Adam Walsh 10 34 44  
19 Tom O’Hora 10 37 47 47 + 120 = 167      2nd Place 
20 Cian Wrynne 10 35 45  
21 Liam O’Toole 8 30 38  
22 Kate Belfort - - DNS  
23 Jack Connery 10 32 42  
24 James Dowling 7 31 38  
25 Glen Higgins 9 34 43  
26 Dylan Slattery 10 37 47 47 + 117 = 164     3rd Place 
27 Fabio Ciccarelli 10 34 44  
28 Eric Doran 9 33 42  
29 Ciaran Murphy 10 38 48 48 + 119 = 167  1st Place   (as per rule 18). 
30 Kate Grimes 8 31 39  
31 Brian Coyne 7 26 33  
32 Julio Alemau Ramirez 10 33 43  
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Rules in Brief – 1st Nespresso Cocktail Competition 
1. This competition shall be titled the ‘1st Nespresso Open Cocktail Challenge’.   
2. This competition is presented in one section, competitors may enter only one alcohol cocktail recipe. All entrants must be over 18 
years of age. A special best technique prize will also be awarded.    
3. The competition is run under the auspices of the organising committee, which consists of the D.I.T  Bar Management Studies, Mr. 
Robert Boland, Account Manager, Nespresso Business Solutions and Café en Seine. 
4. The maximum number of ingredients in the Nespresso cocktail shall be 5 – including drops and dashes. 
5. Nespresso and Monin portfolio of products (as listed on the products available list) must be used as the base of the cocktail recipe. 
These products will be supplied for use free of charge, competitors will not be allowed to use non-sponsor products (unless with 
permission of the organising committee). 
6. The use of measures is permitted, as is free pouring. Recipes must be expressed in centilitres (cls) on the cocktail entry form (for 
example 1.0cl – Monin – Toffee Nut syrup. 
7. Glassware: all cocktails will be short drinks (martini, old fashioned or small rocks glasses will be allowed), competitors can bring their 
own glasses or some of these glasses will be provided by the organising venue (Café en Seine), DIT and our sponsors Nespresso.  
8. Each competitor can provide their own cocktail equipment (if desired), alternately D.I.T Bar Management Studies and the organising 
venue (Café en Seine) will provide limited access to cocktail equipment for use. 
9. All cocktails may be stirred, shaken, muddled, blended or built. 
10. Homemade or self-mixed ingredients shall not be allowed.  
11. Heated ingredients or heated cocktails shall be not be allowed (this cocktail challenge will be cold short cocktails only).  
12. Prizes will awarded for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place in the cocktail challenge, special certificates will be awarded for all entrants to 
recognise their participation and qualification for the ‘1st Nespresso Open Cocktail Challenge 2016’.  
13.  Fresh juices, frothee, mixers, bitters and carbonated drinks are allowed. To be provided by the competitor. 
14. Dairy products (Milk, yoghurt, cream and ice cream) are allowed. To be provided by the competitor. 
15. The organising committee must approve any questionable ingredient in advance. 
16. Garnishes and decorations shall consist of edible fruits or vegetables only (only exceptions allowed are short straws, stirrers and 
cocktail sticks). To be provided by the competitor. 
17.  Competitors must present themselves in their workplace uniform or classic uniform (waistcoat / tie or bow-tie). Casual dress code is 
not permitted. 
18. This competition will be presented in two rounds; in round one all competitors will prepare 1 portion of their Nespresso cocktail.  
The top three competitors will qualify to compete in the final shake off. All points accrued in the first round will be carried through 
to the final where competitors will prepare 4 portions of their Nespresso cocktail. In the event of a tie, the points awarded for taste 
and commerciality will decide whom the winners will be.         
19. Competitors will be awarded points for aroma, taste and the commercial appeal of the Nespresso cocktail. Competitors will be given 
a maximum 5 minutes to prepare their cocktail in round one and if they qualify for final a maximum 7 minutes to prepare their 
cocktails in the final, points will be deducted for competitors who go over this time. Competitors will be also awarded points for 
special touches (i.e. thinking outside the box, flair, crowd pleasing touches).    
20. Competitors must clear and clean before departing their preparation areas and / or the competition area at the venue (Café en 
Seine). 
21.  All decisions of the organising committee pertaining to the rules shall be final and no discussion will be entered into. 
22.  The organising committee consisting of the DIT Bar Management Studies, Nespresso Business Solutions and the organising venue 
(Café en Seine) of this event reserve the right to refuse admission to this cocktail challenge without giving a reason.  The organising 
committee however encourage all friends, colleagues and individuals working in the hospitality industry to come along, to enter 
and to enjoy yourself, but please enjoy alcohol responsibly.     
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2016:   The School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, DIT in association with O’Brien Publishers Ltd, Dublin join together to 
publish a book to celebrate the 75th anniversary of the college at Cathal Brugha Street, Dublin. Titled ‘All in the Food – Celebrating 
75 Years of CCathal Brugha Street – Celebrating Culinary Excellence’ the book is launched by Senator David Norris. The book wins 
the famous Gourmand award for ‘World’s Best School Cookery book 2017’.  This book contains a large cocktail section which 
includes many prize winning recipes of the school’s staff and students over the years plus some the classic cocktails of the world.      
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2016: The 4th DIT Monin Cocktail Competition was held at the Training Bar, DIT Cathal Brugha Street, 35 mixologists (all 
students) entered the competition, prizes were awarded for the best non-alcoholic cocktail and the best technical performance in 
cocktail making. The overall winner was Jadvga Cruzinskaite, 2nd place Gerard Curran, 3rd place Thomas Brooks. Thanks were 
offered to Tom Donoghue (Monin Business Development Manager) and to Lynsey White and James Sheridan (competition co-
ordinators).       
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                                    School Awards Day: Jadvga Cruzinskaite is presented with a trophy to mark her win.  
 
2017:   The school organises the 5th DIT Monin Cocktail Competition at the Training Bar, Cathal Brugha Street, Karolina Medasova 
is the overall winner she is also presented with the famous college cocktail cup. (Full competition details and photos listed below).    
Press Release:                            ‘Karolina warms a winter day with her Monin Non-alcoholic cocktail’ 
The 5th DIT Monin Cocktail Challenge took place on Thursday 16th November 2017 in the training bar of the culinary arts school of the Dublin 
Institute of Technology. This year the non-alcoholic cocktail competition was extremely popular with the students. The judges were wowed by the 
flavour combinations and cocktail skills of the 43 entrants. All cocktails were based on Monin premium syrups and purees, and top industry 
professional judges awarded points for appearance, aroma, taste and the commercial appeal of the cocktails. Due the extremely high standard of 
the cocktails entered, the final round consisted of five cocktails which competed for the top three positions. Mr. Tom Donohoe (Monin Business 
Development Manager) congratulated all competitors and awarded prizes to the top three finalists. James Murphy Assistant Head of school and 
who also took part as a judge in the final round offered sincere thanks to Mr. Tom Donohoe (sponsor and judge),  Balaz Kiss (Judge, Shelbourne 
Hotel), Warren McElhone (Judge, DIT, MacNean House),  Ms.Lynsey White, Mr. James Sheridan and Ms. Judith Boyle (School of Culinary Arts & 
Food Technology) and all the competitors who entered. The 5th DIT Monin cocktail challenge winners were as follows; 
1st  place (Overall winner)  Cocktail Name:      ‘Winter Sunrise’ 
Prepared by: Karolina Medasova.  
Ingredients and method: Place 5cl Monin Winter spice syrup, 7cl Orange juice, 7cl Apple Juice and 2cl fresh lime in a shaker with ice. Shake for 
10seconds and pour into a cinnamon sugar rimmed martini glass. Garnish with a cherry 
 2nd place:        Cocktail Name: ‘After Eight delight’ 
Prepared by: Louise Delaney.  
Ingredients and method: In a blender place 3.55cl Monin Chocolate Mint Syrup, 1.7cl Monin Mint syrup, 1 shot of espresso and 4-6 scoops of 
vannilla ice cream. Blend together until smooth. Pour into a hurrican glass decorated with chocolate and garnish with whipped cream, After eight 
chocolates, cocao powder and mint.    
3rd place:        Cocktail Name: ‘Long Beach Sunset’ 
Prepared by: Harry Riehn.  
Ingredients and method: In a blender place 6cl Monin Pink Grapfruit Syrup and ice and blend and place in glass, then blend 4cl Monin Strwberry 
syrup and 8cl passion fruit syrup with ice and pour into glass on topof grapfruit ice, the blend 8cl banana syrup and 8 fresh mango pieces with ice 
and place on top of the other two layers. Garnish with a mango piece and a wedge of grapfruit.  
 
   
Left Photo: L-R back row Warren McElhone (Judge, DIT, MacNean House ), Mr. Tom Donohoe (Monin Business Development Manager). James 
Murphy (Assistant Head of school of Cullinary Arts) and Balaz Kiss (Judge,Shelbourne Hotel), L-R front row. Five finalist Isobel Maher, Harry Riehn, 
Karolina Medasova, Louise Delaney and Ian Smith.  
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Right Photo:   Karolina (overall winner) is joined by the sponsors and school team to celebrate her win. 
 
https://www.hospitalityireland.com/drinks/dit-hosts-5th-monin-cocktail-challenge-52472 Hospitality Ireland publishes 5th DIT Monin Cocktail 
Competition results.    
 
2018: 5th National Students Cocktail Competition sponsored by Edward Dillon Ltd, the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, 
TU Dublin entered students to compete in this external cocktail competition.  Full details and photos below explain this event.  
The 5th National Hospitality student cocktail challenge (NHSCC) took place at the Food and Bev Live in Citywest recently. This event 
which is organised by the Bartenders Association (BAI)and sponsored by Edward Dillion & Co Ltd is a great opportunity for students 
to gain knowledge and experience in a competitive environment. The competition also shows students the skills required at this 
competition level. Six students from the School of Culinary Arts and Food technology, DIT competed in this year’s challenge, five of 
which were first time entrants.  Cocktails prepared varied in presentation, preparation technique and style and according to the 
technical judging panel which included representatives from the various trade bodies including (BAI, IGS) the standard in the 
competition was very high. Students reported their enjoyment for the opportunity to compete at this level adding that the 
knowledge obtained from their experience would certainly benefit their future careers and competitive opportunities (Judith 
Boyle, Lecturer Beverage Management, DIT) 
                                    
 
(L-R): Mike O Connor (Assistant Head, SCAFT, TU Dublin) and Bar Studies students Thomas Fay, Karolina Medasova, Cian Nolan, Ian Smith, Michael 
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2018:    6th DIT Monin Cocktail Competition & College Cocktail Cup winner was Sophie Kemp (photo centre below) who was also 
presented with the college cocktail cup, 2nd place was Pocholo Pusing and 3rd place was Alexander Flynn.  Sponsored again by 
Food Solutions Ltd (distributors of Monin Premium syrup range). Many thanks were offered to Tom Donoghue and Laura Molloy 
(Monin) and to Judith Boyle (Lecturer, SCAFT & Competition Co-ordinator). 
 
                                                                  
 (L-R: Dr Frank Cullen-Head of School, Sophie Kemp (Overall winner) and Judith Boyle (Competition Co-ordinator & Lecturer, DIT)  
 
2019:  7th DIT Monin Cocktail Competition is held in the Training Bar – School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, TU Dublin, 
Cathal Brugha Street, Dublin 1. Sponsored again by Food Solutions Ltd (distributors of Monin Premium syrup range). Many thanks 
were offered to Tom Donoghue and Laura Molloy (Monin) and to Judith Boyle (Lecturer, SCAFT & Competition Co-ordinator) . The 
overall winner was Joshua Keegan who was also presented with the famous college cocktail cup. (see photos below) 
 
Press Release: :  
Joshua’s Spicy Mexican flavours wins 7th Monin Cocktail Challenge  
 
The 7th TU Dublin Monin Cocktail Challenge took place recently at TU Dublin Training Bar, City Campus. Over twenty students entered the 
alcohol free cocktail challenge competition, were recipes were based on Monin premium syrups and purees. The professional external judges 
were wowed by the flavour combinations and cocktail skills of the first year students. Balaz Kiss (judge) stated that ‘he would serve any of the 
final cocktails in the Shelbourne hotel’. Points were awarded for appearance, aroma, taste and the commercial appeal of the cocktails, Tom 
Donohoe (Monin Business Development Manager, Food Solutions Ltd) congratulated the students and awarded prizes to the top three 
finalists. James Murphy Assistant Head  School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology offered thanks to Tom Donohoe (Monin - Sponsors), Ali 
Dunworth (Judge, Food journalist and consultant), Laura Molloy (Judge, Monin Brand Ambassador), Balaz Kiss (Judge, Shelbourne Hotel), 
Susan Boyle (Judge, Drinks consultant and international drinks judge) plus  Judith Boyle (Lecturer Beverage Management, TU Dublin) and all 
the competitors who entered.  
 
The winners of the 7th TU Dublin Monin Cocktail Challenge were as follows; 
1st place (Overall winner)  Cocktail Name:      ‘Tropic Thunder’ 
Prepared by: Joshua Keegan.  
Ingredients and method: Chill a martini glass. In a shaker put 3cl Apple Juice, 2cl Monin Pineapple syrup, 3.5cl fresh lime juice and ¼ red bell 
pepper, shake with ice. Part rim a chilled martini glass with a spice and salt mix. Pour the chilled cocktail into the glass and garnish with a slice of 
red pepper. 
 
 2nd place:      Cocktail Name: ‘Tea for Two’ 
Prepared by: Robyn Ronayne.  
Ingredients and method: In an ice filled tea pot, place 4cl of Monin Lychee syrup, 3cl Monin Blood orange syrup, 4cl lemon juice, 16cl orange 
juice and 16cl black tea infused with star anise and chilli and stir until mixed and diluted. Garnish with mint and star-anise. Serve with two sugar 
rimmed tea cups.  
 
3rd place:     Cocktail Name: ‘Winter All Spicy ’ 
Prepared by: Jaya Puchon.  
Ingredients and method: Ice a brandy balloon glass. In a shaker muddle ½  inch of ginger with 3cl Monin Winter spice syrup and 1cl Monin 
French vanilla syrup. Add 6cl apple cinnamon tea and 1cl lemon juice to the shaker with ice and shake. Double strain into the chilled brandy 
glass and garnish with a dehydrated Apple slice and a cinnamon stick. 
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(L-R: Tony O’Donoughe, Joshua Keegan (winner), James Murphy & Judith Boyle).                      The competition judging panel.  
 
   
7th Monin Cocktail Compteition at TU Dublin’s Training Bar, CBS.                      7th Monin Cocktail Competition winners & sponsors.    
  
2020 – onwards: The Central Quad Building at TU Dublin Grangegorman Campus, Dublin 7 which will house all the bar and 
beverage management (including cocktail making and future competitions in the new training bar and restaurants on the ground 
floor.  
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           THANK YOU   
 
        CONSIDER SUPPORTING  
                  OUR SCHOOL  
        E-mail: scaft@tudublin.ie  (School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, TU Dublin)  
             
            WE INVITE YOU TO BECOME  
            PART OF THE NEXT 40 YEARS  
                 OF COCKTAIL MAKING.  
                       
